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The success of this winning formula has been clearly
evident. Passenger numbers are up by 400% on some
parts of the network and customer satisfaction levels
amongst the highest in the country. However, with
this success comes increased demand and we are
not complacent. The majority of the network dates
from Victorian times and whilst our forebears left us
a fantastic legacy we need to plan for the future.
Since its inception, London Overground has set
a new benchmark for suburban rail services in
London.
In 2007 when TfL took on the operation of the
Silverlink franchise the stations were run down, the
trains old and dirty and the service unreliable.
Upon takeover we made immediate changes; stations
and trains were deep cleaned, staff appeared at
all stations. A real focus was made on operational
performance to improve the service to our new
customers.
Further investment followed swiftly with the
rebuilding and incorporation of the East London line
into the network, a programme of station upgrades
for the legacy stations and a fleet of 57 new stateof-the art trains. Lastly, in 2012 construction was
completed enabling the East and South London lines
to be linked realising the long term goal of creating an
orbital railway around London.
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With London’s population set to hit 10 million by
2030, to maintain London Overground’s status as a
world class railway further investment will be needed
in technology, capacity and people to ensure we are
ready for the challenges that lie ahead.
This document sets out our aspirations for how we
want the stations on our network to evolve in future
and defines good quality architecture and functionality
that is befitting of London Overground, its staff and
customers. It realises the importance of embracing
the communities the London Overground network
serves whilst ensuring the universally recognised
TfL brand and principles provide a common thread
throughout.
Mike Stubbs
Director of London Overground
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Introduction
London Overground Key Facts
• London Overground currently
serves 83 Stations

• It travels through 21 London
Boroughs, as well as Southern
Hertfordshire

• 136 million people used
the London Overground in
2013/14, compared to 33
million in 2008/09

The London Overground Design Idiom helps define
TfL’s aspirations in continuing to provide stations of
consistently high quality that both respects the value
that a station brings to the local neighbourhood, and
maintains a strong identity that passengers recognise
as a world class service.
TfL established the London Overground network
in 2007 and have since carried out investments
that accommodate longer trains and platforms,
and completed a number of significant station
enhancement projects. Ongoing investment will
enable work to be carried out to station buildings
on the network, allowing them to support projected
growth over the next 15 years.
Our vision is to bring all the London Overground
stations together as a single service, using the concept
of station buildings being a continuation of the street.
Stations provide a connection between a passenger’s
journey on the street and the train service. The LO
Design Idiom shows how station buildings can be
designed to continue the journey from platform to
the pavement and thus reinforcing the station’s role
as part of the local neighbourhood.

The LO Design Idiom responds to anticipated changes
in the rail environment. Passenger numbers are
projected to rise, while changes in technology will
impact on passengers’ expectations and the way they
behave. For example, ticket sales from ticket office
windows have decreased dramatically and continue
to fall. Station staff will need to adopt new roles to
reflect this.

The concept of stations as part of the street network
helps to promote ‘Londoness’ as defined by the
London Underground Design Idiom.1 London is
made up of many different villages that have become
connected and are now linked by the TfL network.
The street vision helps to maintain the stations’ local
identities whilst connecting them to the London-wide
network.

The LO Design Idiom illustrates how station buildings
on the London Overground network are to be designed
to adapt to these changes. The buildings must have
the capacity to accommodate future demand. They
must support the latest technology and be flexible
enough to accept new emerging technologies. They
must also provide support to station staff as they
adopt new roles and provide new services.

The LO Design Idiom provides an opportunity to
rethink the role of the London Overground station as
a facilitator for daily life in London. As well as being
a busy transport hub, it can be used as a place for
passengers to orientate themselves or simply a place
to wait and meet. If this is achieved, the station
becomes a key node in the urban streetscape and the
point of connection between street and rail; between
platform and pavement.

bpr architects have supported TfL in the preparation
of this station design idiom. Its purpose is to
provide support to designers and contractors in the
development of refurbishment or redevelopment
schemes for London Overground stations.
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Station Planning
& Design

IN THIS SECTION YOU WILL:
• Learn about ‘The Street’ concept and vision
• Appreciate that station design extends ‘from
platform to pavement’
• Understand the design challenges

1.0 Station Planning and Design Vision

• Understand the principles of designing to
accommodate growth
• Appreciate the advances in technology and how

The Street
London Overground stations will be designed so that they become a part of
the local street network

this changes passengers’ expectations and staff
roles
• Understand the principles of accessible station
design
• Understand the principles of sustainable station
design
• Identify the principles of construction and
maintenance

4
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Station Planning & Design
1.1

The Design Vision - The Street

Our vision is that stations will become part of the
local street network.
The concept of ‘The Street’ will strengthen the TfL
brand as a world class transport system, by reinforcing
the identity of the whole London Overground
network as a safe, accessible, reliable and efficient
service. Consistent high quality materials will finish
spaces that are recognisable as part of a London-wide
system. The principles set out in the LO Design Idiom
supports the nine principles presented in the Railway
Delivery Group’s Vision for Stations document.2
This simple vision provides a new approach to station
design. It is through this overarching concept that we
begin to address how stations need to become more
open and welcoming, with staff that are available to
support passengers in all areas of the station.
The booking hall and concourse could be an open,
semi-external environment, reducing the need to heat
large volumes and reinforcing efficient circulation
through the space.

It is
important to recognise the value local
communities place on their stations. The majority
of people make use of their local station buildings,
with many of them using them every working day
of the week. Station buildings should therefore be
important local landmarks. They provide places to
meet, they enable you to orientate yourself, and they
can facilitate a sense of place. Think of the station
as a street, and the design that emerges will help
reinforce this important civic focus.
The vision of continuing local street patterns and
materials throughout the station should inform the
design and detailing of every London Overground
station. By doing this, we create buildings that
are rooted in their locality, whilst maintaining a
consistent and recognisable theme across the TfL
network.
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Station Planning & Design
The Street - Aims

The Street - Methodology

1 Define stations as civic spaces

1 When designing a new station entrance, make it eye
catching, and easy to find in a busy street

2 Make most of public spaces directly outside stations,
giving space to pause before or after a journey

2 Use knowledge of the local area to decide how each
station can be best integrated with the surrounding
neighbourhood

3 Create a more coherent and direct link between the
platform and pavement

3 Specify robust, natural, external grade materials
suitable for both internal and external environments

4 Reinforce the efficient movement of people through
spaces

4 Increase concourse, platform and pavement widths
where possible. Use lighting, signage and station layout
to improve wayfinding

5 Create opportunities to bring the local community into
the heart of the station

5 Include the community in design decisions, and create
opportunities for joy and distinctiveness such as art and
landscaping

6 Support services that feed into the station

Opposite:
1.1.2 The street example station

6 Adopt modular construction methods that can adapt to
accommodate a number of different services

The entrance of a new station building should be eye
catching and generous, defining the station’s role as
a civic space. The entrance should combine strong
architectural features with high quality LO signs and
roundels, helping to define and celebrate the station
as a natural local landmark while enhancing street
presence. For further guidance on this element of the
design, see TfL’s Station public realm design guidance
(2015).3
Rail services such as tickets and information can be
integrated into the station design, creating active
frontages without interrupting the flow of passengers.
The street should also establish a regular grid and
utilise modular construction methods that are flexible
enough to accommodate different services. The
system should also allow spaces for events, art and
other installations that relate to the local community
where possible.
Station refurbishment and redevelopment schemes
provide a good opportunity to think about the wider
impact of the station. For example, relinquishing some
of the station’s footprint to create a wider pavement
may improve the quality of space, as well as safety at
the roadside. All materials, fittings and furniture used
should be robust and durable enough to suit both
internal and external environments.
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Station Planning & Design
1 Lighting
Consistent light fittings should be used across the
station - from platform to pavement. Designers
should avoid introducing new lighting fixtures at the
platform only. Where possible, designers should
take advantage of natural daylighting from above or
the back of platform to reduce reliance on artificial
lighting and create a visually comfortable space.
2 Modular construction
Designers should use modular construction
methods with standardised widths when building on
platforms. Modules should be set out according to
dimensions established in the modular wall section
of the LO Design Idiom (section 3.3). This will reduce
construction period on site while maintaining a clean
aesthetic.
3 Flexibility
Wall construction should be flexible and be able to
accommodate a range of equipment, signage and a
provision for localised canopies. The design should
have an integrated service route to enable conduit to
be concealed. This way, the platform can become a
clutter-free environment.

Opposite:
1.2.1 Typical platform design

4 Unobstructed zone
Proposed structures should not encroach on a 2.5m
unobstructed ‘usable’ zone from the edge of the
platform, in accordance with Railway Group Standard
GI/RT7016.4
5 Continuation of the street
Designers should continue the existing palette of
materials employed in the street environment through
to the platform.
6 Use of overhangs
Where appropriate, designers should use natural
overhangs from the station building or footbridge
to shelter customers. This way, the platform will
continue the architectural language of the station.
7 Canopy
Where shelter cannot be provided by the form of the
station (e.g island platforms) the design of the canopy
should be carefully integrated with the overarching
design of the station. Proprietary shelter systems
should be avoided where possible.

1.2

From Platform to Pavement

One of the main objectives of the street concept is
to maintain consistency between the moment that
a customer steps off a train, through to when they
exit the station and continue their journey. Rather
than a station being comprised of several disjointed
structures, the design should extend a coherent
architectural language to every boundary edge, and
beyond into the public realm.
The design of platforms can be easily integrated with
the station design, by using the dimensions of modular
walls set out in section 3.3 to inform the design of
the back of platform. Utilising this modular form of
construction can also have benefits with regards to
the time taken to build on site, and maintain a clutterfree platform environment than can be easily adapted
to incorporate future technologies and equipment.
These are all important aims of the street concept
and will be discussed in greater detail later in the LO
Design Idiom.
The materials and fittings used on the platform should
reflect the station’s architectural identity, and should
be consistent from street, through the station, and
down to platform. Generic proprietary systems should
be avoided where possible, and replaced instead with
well-considered, site-specific solutions.
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1.2.2 Design in the public realm
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Station Planning & Design
1 Retail
Retail units will be allocated, where appropriate, to
provide customers with suitable amenities. These
retail spaces should be integrated with the overall
station design and located in a way that does not
impede passenger movement nor impact negatively
on the overall environment.
2 Transport interchange
Clear views should be maintained from inside the
station to transport interchange points. These should
be positioned in a prominent location to reduce dwell
time within the station.
3 Canopy
Transition spaces should be covered with a canopy to
provide shelter to customers.

6 Natural light
Natural light will be used throughout the station to
reduce reliance on artificial lighting during daytime,
and create a bright and visually comfortable space.
7 Entrance
The station entrance will be designed as a beacon with
a strong street presence within its context. Station
signage, architectural design and high spaces can be
used effectively to help people identify the station.
The roundel and station signage should be integrated
into the building to create a coherent design.
8 Accessibility
A level threshold will be provided at the station
entrance and the immediate surroundings so that all
people have ease of access into the station.

11 Robust, responsive materials
When designing a station that responds to the
street, designers should take inspiration from
the surrounding historical context, and combine
it with contemporary construction methods,
suitable for a modern station environment.
Historical Context
The use of existing
visual cues (e.g. brick
colour) ensures that
new designs can blend
seamlessly into their
setting.
Contemporary
Context
Designs should reflect
the high-quality contemporary architecture

4 Planting
Where specialist heavy duty vehicular bollards are
not required, planting can be used as an alternative
pedestrian barrier. It also creates an important sense
of nature.
5 Lighting
High quality external grade light fittings will be used
throughout the station. Where possible, street
lighting will be used to create a seamless route from
the street to the platform.

9 Street furniture
Bike storage, seating and other street furniture should
be designed with a coherent language to that of the
main station.
10 Public realm design
A considered approach should be adopted when
designing areas around the station. Designers could
create a shared space through considered use of
paving, landscaping and street furniture with the aim of
creating links with other amenities in the area. Overall,
the design of the platform and public realm should
reflect the character of the surrounding environment.

When designing the interface between station and
pavement, consider the ‘destination type’ of the
station, as set out in TfL’s Station public realm design
guidance.5 Destinations can be categorised roughly
as Gateway, Attractor, Metro or Local, but are usually
a mixture of two or more of the types. Defining a
station’s destination category will inform you who
is most likely to use it and subsequently how to
approach numerous design aspects such as signage,
wayfinding, building layout and interchanges between
modes of transport.

that neighbours the station to allow consistency in the area.
Proposed Designs
Robust, low maintenance materials which
reflect the character
of the surrounding
environment can be
employed allowing the
street to extend into
the station.

In all stations, designers should consider the
safety of the people they are designing for. Wider
pavements, footbridges and entrances should be
provided to reflect the growing population of the city.
Accessibility should be considered from the outset
so that the stations cater for all members of society.
In old stations, if possible, new provision should be
made for ambulant disabled users.
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1.3.1 London Overground route map
Nb. Map is not geographically accurate.
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Station Planning & Design
1.3

The Design Challenge
1 Capacity to accommodate growth
Stations should have the capacity to cope with forecast demand and growing passenger numbers

2 Emerging technology
Stations should be able to support existing and emerging ticketing and information communication technology

3 Changing staff roles
Stations should efficiently support staff who will be performing new roles in response to the changes in passenger expectation and behaviour

4 Accessible stations
Create a considered station design which addresses how people of varying physical capability use the station and its immediate surroundings

5 Sustainable stations
Stations should be sustainable and able to adapt to changes in functionality, minimising waste and energy use

The Design Challenge

The LO Design Idiom has identified five key challenges
facing designers when preparing proposals for stations.
Stations should be able to accommodate future
growth, support emerging technology and support
changes in staff responsibilities. Where possible,
station buildings should be inclusive and accessible
to all, and any proposal should consider sustainability
as a prime concern.
The concept of the street provides an overarching
vision that addresses all of challenges mentioned. It
provides a comprehensive theme across the network
and should be implemented through each of the
spaces within the station.
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1.4.1 Accommodating growth at stations
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Station Planning & Design
1.4

Capacity to Accommodate Growth
1 Allow adequate space for the provision of the safe movement of
passengers to cope with forecast demand

2 Organise spaces legibly and efficiently to promote easy movement
through the station

3 Reduce pinch points and bottlenecks by increasing the width of
openings and introducing new openings

4 Orientate entrances and exits towards main routes or destinations

Capacity for Growth

The popularity of rail travel is growing, and projections
indicate it will continue to do so over the next two
decades. The current population of London is
8,600,000 and this is forecast to rise to 10,000,000 by
2030. This growth in demand is therefore set against
the backdrop of an increasing population. This will put
more pressure on the rail network and station buildings
that, according to the Network Route Utilisation
Strategy (RUS) Stations Report,6 are already reaching
capacity. Stations must be designed to cope with
forecast demand and growing passenger numbers.
We therefore need to find ways to improve the
capacity of our stations which will enhance the
passengers’ experience. The Route Utilisation Strategy
offers a number of useful suggestions that provide
solutions to relieve congestion and increase capacity
at a strategic level.7
When considering the layout of spaces required to
support a station, the objective should be to maintain
a high capacity, by way of easing movement through
the station from pavement to platform. Please refer
to both the Network Rail Guide to Station Planning
and Design8 and National Rail’s Route Utilisation
Strategy9 for further guidance.
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1
Reach out to the local community
2
Identify services in the local neighbourhood that could
be used to support the station
3
Make the most of public spaces outside station to accommodate overspill and future growth
4
Increase pavement widths where possible, to account
for any potential capacity issues

1

3

1.4.2 Capacity in the local neighbourhood conceptual design for addressing railway
arches
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Station Planning & Design
Enhancing Capacity through Local Amenities
1 Reach out to the local community

2 Identify services in the local neighbourhood that could be used to support
the station

3 Make the most of public spaces outside station to accommodate overspill
and future growth

4 Increase pavement widths where possible, to account for any potential
capacity issues

There are a range of methods that can be used to
increase capacity. The concept of the street should
allow designers to easily address the issue of capacity
and movement by integrating effectively with local
amenities.
Tram and bus services provide immediate access
onto the street. By sharing the same principles at LO
stations and turning the local streets into a booking
hall, we have a concept that has significant potential
for growth.
This concept also has a positive impact on realising the
station as a landmark and civic space. By extending the
station into high quality civic spaces beyond the built
boundary, as illustrated by Station public realm design
guidance, TfL Streetscape Guidance and Interchange
Best practice Guidelines,10 we may be able to find the
additional capacity we need.
Stations should also seamlessly integrate retail
opportunities that not only complement the building
and rail passengers, but also the local area.
These additional retail services should be carefully
considered to avoid impacting on passenger
movement. Refer to TfL’s Retail Design Standards11
document for guidance on best practice when
designing for retail.
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1
Reduce dwell time by avoiding clutter and too great an
emphasis on retail - Technology should be presented
cleanly, legibly, and integrated into the London Overground ‘Modular Wall’ system (see section 3.3 for
further details).
2
Focus on Ticket Vending Machines (TVM’s) and on-line
services as the primary sources for ticket sales and information, to avoid congestion at staff desks.
3
Single electronic poster boards display mandatory information - Displays, graphics and branding and layout
of information and services should reflect handheld
devices and online services.
4
To avoid confusion, services and information should
accurately match services and information available on
hand held devices and online - Information needs to be
personalised, accurate up to date.

5
2

3
1

5
Designs should be flexible enough to accommodate
future technology where possible.

4

1.5.1 Changing behaviour and technology
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Station Planning & Design
1.5

Enhancing Capacity through Emerging Technology
1 Reduce dwell time by avoiding clutter and too great an emphasis on retail

2 Focus on Ticket vending machines (TVM’s) and on-line services as the
primary sources for ticket sales and information

3 Poster boards to be electronic and reflect the layout of online platforms

4 Services and information should accurately match services and
information available on hand held devices and online

5 Designs should be flexible enough to accommodate future technology
where possible

Emerging Technology

Developments in technology are changing passengers’
behaviour and habits when planning their journey.
Fewer tickets are sold at desks, and information is
easily acquired on mobile devices. Subsequently,
passengers’ expectations of the service they would
like to receive at stations have changed. The services
at stations must be able to respond to this change
and the built environment designed accordingly.
By utilising emerging technology effectively, capacity
can be enhanced on station premises. Dwell time
should be reduced by the provision of accurate up to
date information available on mobile devices. In turn,
passengers spend less time at the station, leading to
increased capacity.
Once at the station, the passenger should be
presented with information structured to reflect the
online experience. Information should be provided via
electronic poster boards and kept completely up to
date. Real-time train information could be combined
with other local services at busy interchanges. The
poster boards should be rationalised and integrated
into a modular wall (see section 3.3) creating a clean,
clutter-free environment.
Passengers should be naturally directed towards
Ticket vending machines (TVM’s) as the primary ticket
sales point. TVM’s should therefore be in a visible

location and be the first service seen when entering
the station.
Wi-Fi connectivity should be available, free at the
point of use, in all areas, to support the customer’s
access to real-time information.
London Overground are also pioneering a new
approach to enhanced customer service. The
train network will be the first in the UK to provide
smartwatches to frontline station staff.
The smartwatch, which is backed up by an app, will
clearly show staff the next departures from their
station, highlighting any delays and offering customer
service staff the option to access information on the
reasons for the delays. It will also highlight the service
disruption on other routes. Smartwatch technology is
perfect for the railway environment where it can be
difficult for staff to hear or feel a phone vibrate.
This use of this technology highlights the innovative
approach that London Overground takes in order
to respond to customer needs and give them great
service.
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1
All rail employees should recognise the exceptionally
high standard of customer service expected at London
Overground stations.
2
Staff should have increased access to mobile technology to provide accurate information on the spot; They
should also have good knowledge of technology and
on-line services available to passengers.

2

3
Staff should be mobile and able to reach passengers
around the station.

1
3

1.6.1 Station staff as TfL representatives
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Station Staff as Representatives
1 All rail employees should recognise the exceptionally high standards of
customer service expected at London Overground stations

Station Staff

As passengers’ behaviours adapt to respond to
changes in technology, staff will need to alter the
services they provide. While the LO Design Idiom
does not seek to define the new staff roles, it will help
demonstrate how station buildings must be designed
to support the new activities that staff will now be
expected to perform.

2 Staff should have increased access to mobile technology to provide
accurate information on the spot. They should also have good knowledge
of technology and on-line services available to passengers

3 Staff should be mobile and able to reach passengers around the station

Increasingly, station staff will need to come from
behind the protective screen of the ticket office and
become more involved in supporting passengers
in and around the station. Staff will therefore be
interacting face-to-face with passengers, improving
the customer service.
However, customer service is not restricted to station
staff, as all employees who work on the station are
representatives of TfL. These include retail staff,
security staff and contractors. Specific rules for retail
tenants should include guidance on staff conduct
and the service they offer to TfL customers (see TfL’s
Retail Design Standards document)12.

As the role of station staff becomes more dynamic,
and staff become more mobile, they should have
access to a mobile device to provide passengers
with accurate up to date information. Staff should
also be ahead of the customer in their knowledge
and understanding of available online services and
devices. The visit to a station should not be distinct
from the time spent on-line confirming the journey
they are about to make.
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1
5
3
2

1.6.2 Station staff facilities
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1
Safe working environment with high quality welfare
facilities

3
Direct access from customer service desks for staff to
reach passengers at modular wall (see sections 3.2 & 3.3)

2
Customer service desks with good visibility of booking
hall, gate array and modular wall

4
Ability to supervise all areas of the station from a single
position behind the customer service desk

4

5
Place of safety for staff to retreat to in emergencies.
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Station Staff Facilities
1 Safe working environment with high quality welfare facilities

2 Customer service desks with good visibility of booking hall, gate array and modular wall

3 Direct access from customer service desk for staff to reach passengers at modular wall

4 Ability to supervise all areas of the station from a single position behind the customer service desk

5 Place of safety for staff to retreat to in emergencies

The vision is to increase focus on providing excellent
customer service by adapting staff roles to reflect the
changing needs of passengers.
Increasingly, staff will need to work alongside
customers at TVM positions, gatelines or platforms
etc. To improve transition between spaces, these
desks may be open, and become semi-external
environments.
The new concept for a customer service desk
(see section 3.2), should enable staff to have
full control of the whole station. Their position
should ensure a direct visual link of the gateline
and modular wall and be connected to all
other areas via CCTV and information services.
High quality facilities must also be provided to ensure
that staff have adequate welfare support, located in
a convenient position to minimise disruption to the
working day. Staff must be provided with a place
of safety that is easily accessible from their active
area. This is to make staff feel comfortable and
better equipped to improve customer satisfaction
throughout the day.
Each station should have a customer support area
that is easily visible and accessible from the entrance.
This should be a natural location for station staff and
should be positioned so that staff can help customers
without obstructing others.
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1
Provide level thresholds into buildings - even if there is
no step-free access down to platform.
2
Edges, transitions and obstructions should be of contrasting colour to its surrounding materials. These decisions should be carefully considered and fit in with the
character of the station.
3
Provide rest points (seating/benches) where there are
large distances to walk.
4
Keep stepped and step-free routes as close as possible
to each other (e.g. Keep lift and stair access together).
This is to avoid confusion and reduce doubling up of
wayfinding signage.

4

3
2

1.7.1 Considerations for accessible station
design
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Accessible Station Design Principles
1 Provide level thresholds into buildings, even if there is no step-free access
to platforms

2 Edges, transitions and obstructions should be of contrasting colour to its
surrounding materials

3 Provide rest points where there are large distances to walk

4 Keep stepped and step-free access close to each other to avoid confusion
and reduce doubling up of wayfinding signage

Accessible Station Design

The recent work to improve accessibility at some
of the North London stations under the ‘Access
For All’ scheme, should act as a catalyst to provide
easy access for people of all abilities at every station
possible.
Consider what type of step-free access is appropriate.
Access could be provided via ramps or inclined lifts
as an alternative to lifts. For further guidance on the
appropriateness of pedestrian interchange, refer to
TfL’s Station Planning Standards and Guidelines.13 It is
worth considering level access to stations, even when
stations do not provide a step-free route to trains.
People use stations for a number of different reasons,
such as topping up Oyster cards or simply acquiring
information. For this reason and possible provision of
step-free access at a later date, level thresholds to
stations should be provided where possible.
Where step-free routes differ from the main route,
it should be clearly defined and easy to access.
Designers should keep step-free routes as close as
possible to main routes to make wayfinding easier.
When designing accessible routes, consider the
provision of seating inside and outside the station,
especially where there are long passages to walk or by
lifts and stairs.

When considering the design of accessible areas,
designers should find solutions that are of high quality
design as well as practical. Edges, obstructions and
skirtings should be a colour that contrasts sufficiently
with the surrounding material. However, when deciding
on appropriate colours and materials, they should be
integrated with the station flashcard and the design
as a whole. Similarly, the design of such elements as
glass manifestation should reflect the overall design,
as well as being practical.
Refer to Department for Transport’s Design Standards
for Accessible Railway Stations14 and TfL’s Station
Planning Standards and Guidelines15 for further
guidance.
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1
Promote unheated spaces, including booking hall, concourse and waiting rooms.
2
Identify opportunities for on-site renewable energy
sources.

2

3
Specify low energy light fittings throughout.
4
Specify low maintenance materials with low embodied
energy.

7

5
Use local labour and materials where possible.

6

6
Flexible construction systems that enable future adaptability.

3

7
Introduce nature, planting and green spaces.

5

8
Agree project enviromental target from the outset. Consult with Local Authority as early as possible.
9
Minimise energy use and waste produced through well
considered management plans.

1.8.1 Sustainable station design
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Sustainable Station Design
1 Promote unheated spaces

2 Identify opportunities for on-site renewable energy sources

3 Specify low energy light fittings throughout

4 Specify low maintenance materials with low embodied energy

5 Use local labour and materials where possible

6 Flexible construction systems that enable future adaptability

7 Introduce nature, planting and green spaces

8 Agree project environmental target from the outset

9 Minimise energy use and waste produced through well considered
management plans

Sustainable Station Design

Sustainability should be a key driver in any station’s
design, and therefore an environmental target needs
to be agreed as soon as the project commences.
As mandated by TfL’s Pathway, where a station
exceeds a project cost of £50m or the contractor’s
costs exceed £25m, the scheme must achieve an
overall “Good” or “Very Good” CEEQUAL rating.
The move towards an open, friendly station
environment with customer services feeding into the
street, means that stations are not necessarily going
to remain as fully enclosed environments. Designers
should therefore remove the requirement to heat
the booking hall, concourse areas and waiting areas.
Designs should incorporate active/passive measures
that will limit the station staff’s exposure within the
semi-external environment.
The materials suggested in the LO Design Idiom have
been chosen to be durable, external quality finishes
that are easy to source, install and maintain, making
use of local semi-skilled labour where possible.
Specifying low energy light fittings will similarly reduce
the amount of energy used without compromising on
the quality of the space.
In order to achieve the highest possible sustainability

levels, the design considerations must take into
account the environmental impact of the buildings.
This includes how the buildings are managed and
maintained as well as their energy use, reduction in
waste, water use and the health and wellbeing of the
occupants.
An energy management plan will be developed for
each station, to minimise energy use at every level.
A waste management plan should also be developed,
focusing on minimising waste both during construction
and throughout the life of the building in use.
Responsibility must also be accepted for the potential
energy demand from future retail tenants. Retail
guidelines should therefore also provide support
for minimum energy use - such as keeping doors to
heated spaces closed.
To achieve long term sustainable station buildings,
they must be flexible and able to adapt to changes in
functionality. Rising passenger numbers and advances
in technology will replace a range of services currently
provided by station buildings. These structures will
therefore need to adjust to accommodate greater
capacity or support new uses.
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1
Station building layout to adopt a standardised grid to
accommodate interchangeable wall panels.
2
Building components should be standardised dimensions where possible to enable flexibility as the role of
the station changes in the future.

4

3
Integrate equipment into a standardised modular wall
that can accommodate different equipment in the future.

5

4
Encourage off site manufacturing techniques to reduce
construction time on site and minimise disruption to the
operational railway.
5
Construction using standardised components will facilitate easier maintenance during the life-cycle of the
project.

1

2

3

1.9.1 Principles of modular construction
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Construction and Maintenance
1 Station building layout to adopt a standardised grid to accommodate
interchangeable wall panels

2 Building components should be standardised dimensions where possible
to enable flexibility

3 Integrate equipment into a standardised modular wall that can
accommodate different equipment in the future (see section 3.3)

4 Encourage off site manufacturing techniques to reduce construction time
on site

5 Construction using standardised components will facilitate easier
maintenance during the life-cycle of the project

Principles of Construction &
Maintenance

The principles of construction and maintenance
can have a significant influence on design decisions.
Consideration should be given at an early stage to the
appropriateness of proposed construction systems,
and their impact on the design and construction
sequencing.
The principles of the street rely heavily on the use
of modular and off-site construction techniques.
As station capacity changes continuously, the
building should be able to adapt quickly and easily.
Designing using a modular construction system
based on standardised dimensions, allows panels or
modules to be disassembled and assembled again
with minimal disruption and effort. To accommodate
different modules, the station design should be laid
out on a standardised grid.
As well as being adopted on a large, station-wide scale,
the modular concept can be used in the design of
smaller elements such as the modular wall. By basing
the facade treatment of the wall on a standardised
grid, all equipment can be neatly accommodated and
rapidly exchanged for others as the station’s needs
develop (see section 3.3 for further details).

Breaking up the form of a building to a number of
modules or panels allows for greater use of off-site
construction methods. Off site construction provides
a number of advantages that are particularly beneficial
to the rail environment.
By reducing the time required on site, disruption to
train services can be minimised considerably. Off
site construction can also simplify the set up on
site, creating a safer environment for contractors and
passengers.
Choosing standardised construction methods and
materials also provides maintenance benefits. Using
standardised components will facilitate easier
maintenance during the life-cycle of the project. The
benefits of adopting these principles are even greater
if adopted network-wide.
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NOTES - LEGEND:

THE BUS SHELTER LOCATED IN FRONT OF THE STATION
ENTRANCE HAS BEEN REMOVED FOR CLARITY
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Station Identity

IN THIS SECTION YOU WILL:
• Understand the importance of station identity,
heritage, location and community
• Embrace each station’s individuality, but maintain

2.0 Station Identity

London-wide Network and Local
Identity
London Overground Stations will be part of the London Network with strong Local
Identity

the world class Transport for London DNA
• Familiarise yourself with the London Overground
Classification System
• Determine the station’s design type using the
Network Design Type Map
• Use the appropriate flashcard to guide you in
making design decisions

32
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Circle - Network
consistency

Top:
2.1.1 Deconstructing the roundel
Bottom:
2.1.2 The circle used consistently networkwide to indicate aid and information
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Rectangle - Local identity
and flexibility

Circle and rectangle London Overground
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Localness and Londoness

TfL is an important part of London’s DNA, and the
London Overground network is a relatively new
addition to the brand. The LO’s role within the TfL
structure is a special one. The network circles the
Zone 2 ring around the city, effectively defining the
border of inner London. The London Overground
network is therefore providing a defining intersection
where suburban meets urban.
The architecture of London Overground stations
should reflect this unique position by merging the
typologies of the urban and suburban. Stations should
reflect the importance of the network to the capital’s
character, however they should also be sensitive
to their local identities and make strong reference
to each station’s unique locality and context.

Rectangle - Local identity and flexibility
The rectangle should be used for everything else, a
locally responsive ‘frame’ for all other services; from
advertising to retail.
Circle and rectangle - London Overground
The clear relationship between circle and rectangle
creates harmony between the need to express the
identity of the London Overground and Underground
network and for stations to be neighbourhood places.

The Roundel

The principle of the circle as a recognisable and
reoccurring network-wide symbol can be transferred
to the built environment to guide and orientate the
customer through the station and provide help and
information. This can be from entrance mats, to
canopies, feature lighting or customer help touchpoints.

TfL’s London Underground Station Design Idiom16
demonstrates that the elements that make up the
world famous roundel represent a balance between
network consistency and local specificity:

The rectangle is the framework that can accommodate
station specific needs, from staff accommodation to
advertising and retail.

Circle - Network consistency
The circle should be used as a consistent networkwide aid for customers finding their way, defining
customer information areas, ticketing, and meeting
points.
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Cheshunt
Watford Junction
Enfield Town
Watford High Street

Theobalds Grove

Bush Hill Park
Bushey

Turkey Street
Carpenders Park
Southbury

Chingford

Hatch End
Edmonton Green
Headstone Lane
Silver Street
White Hart Lane

Kenton

Bruce Grove
Harringay
Green Lanes

Crouch Hill
South Kenton
Hampstead
Heath

North Wembley

Seven
Sisters

Gospel
Oak

Finchley Road
& Frognal

Stonebridge Park
Harlesden

Kensal
Rise

Brondesbury
Park

Upper Holloway

Stoke Newington
Highbury &
Islington Canonbury

Camden Road

Queen's Park

Kilburn
High Road

Caledonian
Road &
Barnsbury

South
Hampstead

Rectory
Road
Dalston
Kingsland
Hackney
Downs

Dalston Junction
Haggerston

Euston
Old Oak Common Lane

Romford

Walthamstow Central
Upminster

Walthamstow
Queen's Road

Kentish
Town West

Brondesbury

Kensal Green

Wood Street

Emerson Park

Stamford Hill

West
Hampstead

South
Tottenham

Blackhorse
Road

Wembley Central

Willesden Junction

Highams Park

Harrow &
Wealdstone

Hythe Road

St. James Street
Leytonstone
High Road

Wanstead
Park
Woodgrange
Park

Leyton
Midland Road
Clapton

Hackney
Central Homerton
London Fields
Hackney
Cambridge Heath Wick
Bethnal Green

Stratford
Barking

Hoxton

Liverpool
Street

Barking Riverside
Shoreditch
High Street
Shepherd's
Bush

Whitechapel

Acton Central
Shadwell

South Acton

Kensington
(Olympia)

Wapping
River Thames

Rotherhithe
Canada Water

Gunnersbury

West Brompton

Surrey Quays

New Bermondsey
Kew Gardens
Imperial Wharf
Richmond

Queens Road
Peckham
New Cross
Clapham
Junction

New Cross Gate

Peckham Rye
Wandsworth
Road

Brockley
Clapham High Street
Honor Oak Park
Denmark Hill
Forest Hill

Classification of London Overground Stations
Type B1: High Volume Hub

2.2.1 London Overground Station
Categorisation Map
Nb. Map is not geographically accurate.
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Sydenham
Crystal Palace

Type B2: High Volume Metro

Penge West

Type C: Important Feeder

Anerley

Type D: Medium Staffed
Type E: Small Staffed

West Croydon

Norwood
Junction
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Identity through
Heritage
• Opportunity to enhance
quality

• Support local identity

• Influence the selection of new
high quality materials

• Carry at least one contextual
theme through at every
station (see ‘LU Design Idiom’)

• Enhance historic and
architectural interest and
character of heritage stations

Identity and Heritage

National Rail has developed a categorisation system
for its stations based on passenger throughput
and revenue (see Network Rail’s Better Station
Report).17 NR’s categories outline the appropriate
facility provision for each category. LO stations
produce much greater revenue than similarly sized
counterparts located elsewhere in the country, and
due to the limited available footprint area in the
capital, the facilities provision set out by NR is often
not appropriate for larger inner-London stations.
While there is generally a good fit between smaller NR
and LO stations (categories C-F), LO is proposing its
own categories for higher volume stations. LO stations
with over 2 million passengers tend to be simple highvolume metro-type stations rather than a national or
regional interchange, and therefore do not typically
constitute such provisions as keynote shopping or
buffets. Category B has therefore been changed from
‘Regional Interchange Station’ to B1 ‘High Volume
Hub’ and B2 ‘High Volume Metro’ stations.
The proposed L.O. station categories are therefore as
follows:
Category B1: High Volume Hub
Over 2m passengers and £20m revenue, with
considerable interchange with other services and
operators.

Category B2: High Volume Metro
Over 2m passengers and £20m revenue, with no rail
interchanges.
Category C: Important Feeder
0.5-2m passengers, £2m-£20m revenue.
Category D: Medium Staffed
0.25-0.5m passengers, £1m-£2m revenue.
Category E: Small Staffed
Under 0.25m passengers, under £1m revenue.
The facilities provision required at each of the
categories have been updated from the NR categories,
and are outlined in TfL’s document, London
Overground Options Report Station Requirements for
Building Works.18
In addition to the categories above, the design types
(see section 2.6) and the destination types (set out
in TfL’s Station public realm design guidance)19 each
station should be defined according to its individual
identity including:
•

Heritage

•

Location and Community

•

Zones

A number of stations on the London Overground
network have been nationally or locally listed for their
historic and architectural value. These buildings have
been nationally or locally listed for their historic and
architectural value.

These buildings should be considered as an
opportunity to enhance the quality and character
of the station and improve the experience for our
passengers.
Important historic features should be identified and
used to inform the design strategy for the proposed
works. In some cases a scholarly replica of an
existing feature is the most appropriate solution
(e.g. lengthening an existing heritage canopy or
wall). In other cases, new materials should be
carefully selected to compliment the historic
fabric to ensure that new high quality designs
are produced that provide a balanced approach.
We must ‘celebrate our heritage’ as illustrated by
the LU Design Idiom. The document also promotes
a ‘balance between heritage and the future’ (see ‘LU
Design Idiom’).20
Many stations are located in conservation areas, as
illustrated in appendix 5.1. Again, this should inform
the design and encourage high quality contemporary
proposals that reflect the quality of the environment
around them.
The London Overground Heritage Reports prepared
by TfL’s heritage advisor which include schedules of
railway heritage assets should also inform the design
process.
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1
Continuation of local street patterns and materials
2
Respond to local events
3
Consult with Station Steering Groups
4
Identifying opportunity for art
5
Engage with communities to ensure stations are embedded in their place (see ‘LU Design Idiom’)

4

2

1
2.3.1 Designing for specific locations and
communities
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Identity through Location and Community
1 Continuation of local street patterns and materials

Location and Community

A station’s location, its neighbourhood and adjacent
buildings should have a strong influence on any new
design proposals. The scale of the street, dominant
local materials and patterns of building plots and
fenestration should tie the building into its setting.

2 Respond to local events

3 Consult with Station Steering Groups

4 Identifying opportunity for art

5 Engage with communities to ensure stations are embedded in their place
(see ‘LU Design Idiom’)

The vision of the station as part of the street, and
the street flowing through the station can literally
determine the form of the station building. Paving
should be allowed to flow into the booking hall and its
walls treated as part of the street elevation, supported
by lighting and signage.
Opportunities for the introduction of art within the
station structure could provide a strong link between
the building and its location. However, care should be
taken to ensure that art is considered a part of the
design strategy and not applied as an afterthought.
Local features such as markets, civic spaces,
neighbourhood parades, and major shopping centres
should be identified and understood. Opportunities
for the stations to support the local economy should
drive design decisions.

One of the stations primary functions is to support
the local community. Many stations have active
station steering groups who must be invited to
participate in design proposals. The success of major
station projects will depend on their involvement,
and in many cases local community groups are able to
provide on-going support.
Creating a sense of nature within the station
environment is desirable, and although it may not
be appropriate in all circumstances, its advantages
should be considered at an early design stage.
The ‘Overground In Bloom’ competition aims to
enhance and showcase the station environment to
both customer and staff through flowers, plants and
gardens. Station designs should accommodate for
such community partition events where possible.
The vision of the station as the street provides a
strategy that enables London Overground stations
to become part of their community, and which if
applied consistently across the network will generate
a familiar high quality theme.
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Local Neighbourhood

A railway station is usually divided into a series of
zones from the access point to the platform. The LO
Design Idiom would encourage you to include the
surrounding neighbourhood or town centre as the first
zone, as illustrated opposite. Taking this into account,
the journey through the station should be as follows:
Neighbourhood / Town Centre
Access & Interchange zone
Facilities Zone
Platform Zone

Platform 1
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2.4.1 Station zoning diagram
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The transition from platform to pavement should be
as direct as possible. As an extension to the street,
the station should connect the train services directly
to the local transport services.

W

The concept of the street should provide a
seamless journey from pavement to platform. The
boundaries between zones should be opened up
and the station lease boundary should not limit the
influence of the design. The design should include
themes that reach out to the local environment.

at
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Tickets

Services
Platform 2
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Cheshunt
Watford Junction
Enfield Town
Watford High Street

2.5

Theobalds Grove

Bush Hill Park
Bushey

Station Design Type Map

Turkey Street
Carpenders Park
Southbury

Chingford

Hatch End

The London Overground network is large and contains
numerous stations of varying architectural character.

Edmonton Green
Headstone Lane
Silver Street
Harrow &
Wealdstone

White Hart Lane

Kenton

Bruce Grove
Harringay
Green Lanes

Crouch Hill
South Kenton
Hampstead
Heath

North Wembley

Seven
Sisters

Gospel
Oak

Finchley Road
& Frognal

Stonebridge Park

Willesden Junction

Kensal
Rise

Brondesbury
Park

Highbury &
Islington Canonbury

Camden Road

Caledonian
Road &
Barnsbury

South
Hampstead

Rectory
Road
Dalston
Kingsland
Hackney
Downs

Dalston Junction
Haggerston

Euston
Old Oak Common Lane

Walthamstow
Queen's Road
Stoke Newington

Queen's Park

Kilburn
High Road

Romford

The concept of the LO Design Idiom is for stations
to complement their surrounding context and their
heritage. It is therefore important to divide this
London-wide network into a number of smaller
categories that reflect the station’s geographic
location and history.

Walthamstow Central
Upminster

Stamford Hill

Brondesbury

Kensal Green

Wood Street

Emerson Park

Kentish
Town West

West
Hampstead

South
Tottenham

Blackhorse
Road

Upper Holloway

Wembley Central

Harlesden

Highams Park

Hythe Road

St. James Street
Leytonstone
High Road

Wanstead
Park
Woodgrange
Park

Leyton
Midland Road
Clapton

Hackney
Central Homerton
London Fields
Hackney
Cambridge Heath Wick
Bethnal Green

Stratford
Barking

Hoxton

Liverpool
Street

Barking Riverside
Shoreditch
High Street
Shepherd's
Bush

Whitechapel

Acton Central

South Acton

Shadwell
Kensington
(Olympia)

Wapping
River Thames

Rotherhithe
Canada Water

Gunnersbury

West Brompton

Surrey Quays

New Bermondsey
Kew Gardens
Imperial Wharf
Richmond

Queens Road
Peckham
New Cross
Clapham
Junction

New Cross Gate

Peckham Rye
Wandsworth
Road

Brockley
Clapham High Street
Honor Oak Park
Denmark Hill
Forest Hill

Station Design Type
British Railways (BRW) Pre 1965

Sydenham

Penge West

Great Eastern Railway (GER)

Anerley

London Brighton & South Coast Railway (LBSCR)

North London Railway (NLR)
Southern Railway (SR)
2016 Palette
Stations managed by other operator

Heritage

Many of the stations on any particular line have been
designed roughly around the same period and contain
similar architectural languages and themes. The design
types reflect this by setting common design elements
such as colour, materials and special features. The
Station Design Style Map will also help to inform
designers of a station’s heritage/ conservation status,
which must be understood before any works are
considered.

Crystal Palace

British Rail (BR) Post 1965

London Midland & Scottish (LMS)

The categories have been defined based on the
historical railway companies who built or operated
the stations before becoming London Overground
stations.

West Croydon

Norwood
Junction

2.5.1 London Overground design type map (see
appendix 5.1 for map to be printed at A2 size)
Nb. Map is not geographically accurate.
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Station Identity
2.6

Station Design Type Flashcards

1
This column gives the names of the stations under the
particular design type

2
This column shows the overall colour palette

The purpose of these flashcards is to give a brief
introduction to the stations belonging to each design
type. This is so any member of the design team can
get an idea early on as to how to address the specific
stations, while maintaining coherency across parts of
the network.
As well as giving an overview of the existing stations’
architecture, each card identifies some of the special
features that should either be kept or referenced in
a considered, contemporary manner. The flashcards
also give recommendations on the colour scheme
and materials to use when working at each station
belonging to that type.
This is to ensure that whenever designers make new
interventions, repairs and refurbishments to existing
stations, there are consistent threads throughout
different parts of the line. That way, any changes to
station buildings will respect the existing architecture,
as well as inform others of the history of each station
and the London Overground network as a whole.
Please use the Station Design Type Map and the
following flashcards as visual guides to understand
each of the design types before undertaking any work.

2.6.0 Illustration of LO Design Idiom flashcards
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1

2

3

4

3
This column suggests some appropriate materials to use
when working with an existing station

How to use the flashcards:
You should follow these steps before commencing
with the design of a London Overground station:
• Determine the station’s design type using the
Station Design Type Map.
• Use the relevant flashcard(s) to guide you in
choosing colours, materials and recognising
historical features.

4
This column highlights the stations’ important features,
which may inform the proposed design

•
•

Consider how the materials are crafted and
detailed
Use materials and colours to create memorable
station spaces. Stations are important buildings
that stick in the mind, so make sure they are;
distinct, rich in texture and detail, atmospheric
and dramatic.

Station Identity
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2.6.1 British Railways (BRW) Pre 1965
British Railways type - Formed from the nationalisation of the “big four” UK railway companies - LNER, LMS, GWR, and SR. Distinctive
features include red/buff brickwork with white horizontal canopy and window frames.
STATIONS

COLOUR

PROPOSED MATERIALITY

EXISTING FEATURES

Enfield Town
Gospel Oak ■
Kensington Olympia (½ 2016)
Willesden Junction (½ 2016)

★ Statutory listed
○ Locally listed
■ Conservation area

Brickwork

London Overground Orange
NCS-S-0585-Y50R

TfL Blue
NCS-S-3560-R80B

Terrazzo flooring

Corporate White
NCS-S 0500-N OR RAL 9003

Graphite Grey
NCS-S-7010-R90B OR RAL
7024

PPC aluminium fascias

Flat roof with parapet

Contrast Colour 1
NCS-S-1502Y OR RAL 7035

Contrast Colour 2
NCS-S-0505-Y10R

Glass blocks

White ceramic tiles

Clean white canopy banding
Enfield Town

White window frames and bold canopy band
Kensington (Olympia)

White window frames and canopy lines
Gospel Oak
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2.6.2 British Rail (BR) Post 1965
British Rail type - No single corporate design style. Station buildings typically designed to be functional with secondary consideration given
to aesthetics, though this had improved by the 1980s.
STATIONS
Anerley
Brockley ■
Caledonian Road & Barnsbury
Cambridge Heath (½ GER)
Canonbury
Dalston Kingsland
Edmonton Green (½ GER) ○
Forest Hill ■
Kensal Green
Kensal Rise
Kentish Town West ■
Kilburn High Road
London Fields (½ GER)
Rectory Road
Silver Street (½ GER)
South Hampstead
Stamford Hill (½ GER) ○
Stoke Newington
St. James Street (½ GER) ■
Theobalds Grove (½ GER)
Turkey Street
Watford Junction
White Hart Lane (½ GER) ○
Wood Street

★ Statutory listed
○ Locally listed
■ Conservation area
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COLOUR

PROPOSED MATERIALITY

EXISTING FEATURES

London Overground Orange
NCS-S-0585-Y50R

TfL Blue
NCS-S-3560-R80B

Brickwork

Blue Engineering Brickwork
(as feature brickwork)

Roof cowl
Rectory Road

Entrance canopy
Dalston Kingsland

Corporate White
NCS-S 0500-N OR RAL 9003

Graphite Grey
NCS-S-7010-R90B OR RAL
7024

Ceramic / glazed Wall tiling

Porcelain floor tiles

BR logo in brickwork
Rectory Road

Mosaic
Brockley station

Contrast Colour 1
NCS-S-1502Y OR RAL 7035

Contrast Colour 2
NCS-S-0505-Y10R

Pressed metal cladding

Mosaic

Timber cladding
Kensal Green

Brick/Block flooring
Dalston Kingsland

Entrance
Cambridge Heath

Steps/ bike ramp
Brockley
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2.6.3 Great Eastern Railway (GER)
Great Eastern Railway type - Mainline suburban stations dating from the period 1865 to 1903. Predominantly stock brick buildings and the outer London Stations often showing much of their rural origins. They became
London & North Eastern Railway stations in 1923 until the nationalisation of the railways in 1948 and the creation of British Railways. They became LO stations from in 2015.
STATIONS
Bruce Grove ○
Bush Hill Park ■
Cambridge Heath (½ BR)
Chingford ○
Clapton ○
Edmonton Green (½ BR)
Hackney Downs ○
Highams Park
London FIelds (½ BR)
Silver Street (½ BR)
Southbury
Stamford Hill (½ BR) ○
St. James Street (½ BR) ■
Theobalds Grove (½ BR)
Walthamstow Central ○
White Hart Lane (½ BR) ○

★ Statutory listed
○ Locally listed
■ Conservation area

COLOUR

PROPOSED MATERIALITY

EXISTING FEATURES

Cornice detail
Walthamstow Central

Light Brunswick Green
NCS S5540-G30Y

Dark Brunswick Green
NCS S8010-G10Y

Brickwork (red and buff)

Rendered walls or string
courses

Sea Green
NCS S3040-G40Y

Light Cream
NCS S0605-Y26R

Ceramic / glazed Wall tiling

Terrazzo / Yorkstone or
Granite flooring

Intricate brickwork
Bruce Grove

Dutch gable end
Southbury

Corporate Black
NCS S 9000-N

Corporate White
NCS S 5000-N OR RAL 9003

Decorated joinery

Brick and stone cladding

Timber Valance
White Hart Lane

Arch detail
Walthamstow Central

Sculpture
Walthamstow Central

Platform columns
Clapton
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2.6.4 London Brighton & South Coast Railway (LBSCR)
London Brighton & South Coast Railway Type - Stations dating from the period 1846 to 1922. Victorian and Edwardian architectural styles.

STATIONS

COLOUR

PROPOSED MATERIALITY

EXISTING FEATURES

Crystal Palace ■ ★
Honor Oak Park
New Cross Gate (½ 2016) ■
Norwood Junction ■
Penge West
Sydenham ■
Wandsworth Road (½ 2016)

★ Statutory listed
○ Locally listed
■ Conservation area
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Light Green
NCS-S 3040-G40Y

Dark Green
NCS-S 6030-G10Y

Brickwork

Cast Iron

Pale Cream
NCS-S 1030-Y10R

Black
NCS-S 9000N

Slate roof

Stone dressing

Interior brick door arch
Crystal Palace

Decorated joinery

Terrazzo flooring

Brick cornice detailing
Sydenham

White
NCS 0502-Y

Red - column decorations
at Crystal Palace

Street facing column
Crystal Palace

Brickwork colonnade
Crystal Palace

Roof trusses and frames
Crystal Palace

Station Identity
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2.6.5 London Midland & Scottish Railway (LMS)
Station type - Stations of national interest as they are amongst the few completely new stations constructed by the London & North Western Railway in the 1910s prior to opening in 1922. Operated by the London Midland &
Scottish Railway from 1923 until nationalisation in 1948. Stations are either simple or much more elaborate with arts and crafts influences, most retaining their long platform canopies.
STATIONS
Bushey ○
Carpenders Park
Emerson Park ○
Harlesden
Harrow & Wealdstone ★
Hatch End ★
Headstone Lane ○
Kenton
North Wembley
Queen’s Park
South Kenton
Stonebridge Park
Watford High Street ○

★ Statutory listed
○ Locally listed
■ Conservation area

COLOUR

PROPOSED MATERIALITY

EXISTING FEATURES

Crimson Red
NCS-3560-Y90R

Cream
NCS-S0907-G90Y

Brickwork

Special brick details

Clock tower
Bushey

Clock tower
Hatch End

LMS White
NCS 0502 Y

Black
NCS-S 9000-N

Slate roof

Natural Yorkstone flooring

Stonework
Hatch End

Stonework
Harrow & Wealdstone

Typical station typology
Various stations

Timber canopy fascias

Brick and stone cladding

Wood panelling interior
Hatch End

Wood interior ticket office
Hatch End

Windows
Bushey
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2.6.6 North London Railway (NLR)
North London Railway type - Originally named the East & West India Docks & Birmingham Junction Railway (E&WID&BJR) from 1850 to 1853. Renamed the North London Railway in 1853 and taken over by the London,
Midland & Scottish Railway in 1922. Most stations rebuilt to a very basic specification by British Rail in the 1960s, the surviving historic stations are in the Victorian and Edwardian styles.
STATIONS

COLOUR

PROPOSED MATERIALITY

EXISTING FEATURES

Acton Central ■ ○
Brondesbury Park
Camden Road ★
Kew Gardens ★ ■
South Acton

★ Statutory listed
○ Locally listed
■ Conservation area
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Crimson Red
NCS-3560-Y90R

Cream
NCS-S0907-G90Y

Brickwork

Special brick details

Clock
Acton Central

Clock
Brondesbury Park

Ceiling
Camden Road

LMS White
NCS 0502 Y

Black
NCS-S 9000-N

Painted timber windows

Brick and stone cladding

Fanlight detail
Camden Road

Brickwork detail
Camden Road

Brickwork detail
Acton Central

Terrazzo flooring

Decorative timber canopy

Brickwork detailing
Brondesbury Park

Fascia & column detail
Acton Central

Flooring
Camden Road

Station Identity
2.6.7 Southern Railway (SR)
Southern Railway type - 1930’s Art Deco style

STATIONS

COLOUR

PROPOSED MATERIALITY

EXISTING FEATURES

West Croydon

★ Statutory listed
○ Locally listed
■ Conservation area

Light Green
NCS-S 3040-G40Y

Dark Green
NCS-S 6030-G10Y

Portland stone cladding

Granite plinth

Pale Cream
NCS-S 1030-Y10R

Black
NCS-S 9000-N

Terrazzo flooring & skirtings

PPC aluminium fascias

Station stone facade
West Croydon

Steel framed windows

Travertine wall tiling from FFL
to dado level. Paint above

BR logo in floor tiling
West Croydon

White
NCS 0502-Y

Art deco sphere light fittings
West Croydon
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2.6.8 2016 Palette (Nb. Two Page Spread)
2016 Palette Type - Strong street concept to be incorporated into designs for all new stations. Use of natural low-maintenance materials that
respond to the local architecture and context.
STATIONS
Bethnal Green
Blackhorse Road
Barking Riverside
Brondesbury
Clapham High Street ★
Crouch Hill ■
Dalston Junction
Finchley Road & Frognal
Hackney Central
Hackney Wick
Haggerston
Hampstead Heath ■
Harringay Green Lanes
Highbury & Islington
Homerton
Hoxton
Hythe Road
Imperial Wharf
Kensington Olympia (½ BRW)
Leyton Midland Road
Leytonstone High Road
New Bermondsey
New Cross Gate (½ LBSCR) ■
Old Oak Common Lane
Rotherhithe
Seven Sisters
Shadwell
Shepherd’s Bush
Shoreditch High Street
South Tottenham ■
Surrey Quays
Upper Holloway
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EXISTING FEATURES
Walthamstow Queen’s Road
Wandsworth Road (½ LBSCR)
Wanstead Park ■
Wapping ■ ★
Wembley Central
West Brompton ■ ★
West Hampstead
Willesden Junction (½ BRW)
Whitechapel ■
Woodgrange Park

★ Statutory listed
○ Locally listed
■ Conservation area

Brickwork

Reglit glazing

Anodised steel / aluminium

Mosaic tiling

Terrazzo floor tiles

Powder coated aluminium

Canopies
Whitechapel

Rounded forms
Surrey Quays

Neo-classical columns
Rotherhithe

Curved roof
Imperial Wharf

Colourful mosaic and artwork
Haggerston

Stone cladding
Haggerston

Station Identity

COLOUR

London Overground Orange
1
NCS-S-0585-Y50R

50

PROPOSED MATERIALITY

TfL Blue
NCS-S-3560-R80B

2

Brickwork
3
To match local architecture

Special brickwork
4
To match local architecture

5

6

Linear aluminium ceiling
7
maintains visual interest

Ceiling mounted lighting to
8
be elegant and considered
NOTES - LEGEND:

A

Corporate White
NCS-S 0500-N OR RAL 9003

A

Graphite Grey
NCS-S-7010-R90B OR RAL 7024

Glazed brick / ceramic tile

Back painted glass

Natural materials and finishes at street level
(West Hampstead)

Roof design referencing art-deco architectural context
Finchley Road and Frognal
B

B

C

Contrast Colour 1
NCS-S-1502Y OR RAL 7035

D

Contrast Colour 2
NCS-S-0505-Y10R

Aluminium cladding

Natural stone paving to
compliment local architecture

Combine paving types and
regular / irregular bonds

Continue external light fittings and furniture through
to interior

Exposed steelwork referencing industrial heritage
Hackney Central

C

D
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Contents
2

Introduction

3

Station Planning
and Design

Station
Identity
4

Station 5
Station Equipment 6Appendix and
Accommodation
Supporting Info

7

8

A

B

C

D

3.0.1 An exemplar small station - Finchley
Road & Frognal Overground station
E

NOTES - LEGEND:
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IN THIS SECTION YOU WILL:
• Think about how to design dynamic, open
customer service areas
• Understand the principles of a new open
customer service desk and modular wall, and

3.0 Station Accommodation

how they relate to the developing roles of staff
members
• See an overview of the accommodation required
for a new station, and understand how the street
concept should influence the design from the
outset
• Consider what customer facilities are required,
and how to integrate them with the station
design
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Introduction

Station Planning
and Design

Station Identity

Station
Station Equipment Appendix and
Accommodation
Supporting Info

1 Customer Support Area
Open, welcoming single point of control to accommo
date staffed services. This area comprises an information zone and a ticket zone.
2 Station retail
Retail Strategy that enhances station services.
3 Staff accommodation
Staff accommodation to provide high quality welfare
facilities.
4 Customer facilities
High quality waiting rooms, toilets and baby change
facilities.

4
3
2

1

3.0.2 Station accommodation cutaway
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Station Accommodation
3.0

Accommodation
1 Customer Support Area
Open, welcoming single point of control to accommodate staffed services. This area comprises
an information zone and ticket zone

2 Station retail
Retail strategy that enhances station services

3 Staff accommodation
Staff accommodation to provide high quality welfare facilities

4 Customer facilities
High quality waiting rooms toilets and baby change facilities

Station Accommodation

As mentioned in section 2.2, Network Rail’s Better
Stations Report21 provides clear guidance on the
minimum standards for facilities that are required to
support railway stations. Stations in inner London,
however, are relatively small buildings that experience
high numbers of passengers and revenue. For these
larger category B stations, London Overground have
their own expectations of staff accommodation
provisions that take into account the city-specific
restrictions.22
While this may mean that the extent of retail, staff
accommodation and customer facilities are somewhat
influenced by client and site requirements, there are
some basic design principles that should be adopted
universally across the network. These will be set out
in the following sections.
Elements such as the Customer Support Area (which
may have a desk) and the introduction of a modular
wall should provide consistency across the London
Overground network, but will be flexible enough to
react to the vision of the street and the station’s
individual identity as described in previous chapters.
New stations should be designed to cope with
forecast demand, technological developments, new
staff roles and high standards of sustainable design.

Station
Accommodation
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1
The customer waiting area is denoted by the Halo
light fitting above - This feature also draws the eye to
the customer service desk.
2
The customer service desk is to be positioned in such
a way that staff members have visibility of the gateline
and ticket vending machines.

4m run-off from TVMs

2

4

3
The cash drop module should be located as near to
the desk as possible to provide staff with easy and
safe transition of cash.

5

4
The ticket zone should be set out so that queues for
different machines do not clash.
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3

Stat

ion

Ent

ranc
e

Gateline

5
The ticket vending machines are to be positioned so
they face the station’s entrance: This way, the ticket
vending machines can become the primary source
of ticket sales. By making the information desk the
secondary point of contact, staff members become
more available to help customers with general
information, as well as focus on the day-to-day
management of the station

1

Staff accommodation/Place of safety

Ticket zone

Information zone

Sight lines

2

3

4

5

6

7

Station
Accommodation
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Station Accommodation
A

3.1

3

Customer Support Area

Perhaps the biggest proposed change to the station
accommodation is the introduction of the Customer
Support Area which supersedes the ticket office
of the past. This area is the passenger terminal for
tickets and information. The space encourages faceto-face friendly service and a more dynamic working
area, where staff members will leave their desks and
help passengers remotely.

has easy access to it from behind their desk. The
cash drop module should also be installed nearby to
allow the agent to safely deposit excess cash with
minimum travel distance. This storage module is also
instrumental in achieving a professional aesthetic
across all stations on the network, as staff members’
personal items can be stored out of sight of the
customer.

The customer support area is split, broadly speaking,
into two zones; the Information Zone, and Ticket Zone.
Although both zones share the same architectural
language, both serve very different purposes:

Ticket Zone
The other half of the station is dedicated to ticket
sales and self-help information. TVMs should be
provided in this zone and directly face the station
entrance to encourage their use as the primary point
of sale, rather than the desk. In line with DfT design
principles, the machines are positioned to allow an
adequate run-off space of 4m for people to queue.
Digital display modules should provide customers
with travel information, travel updates and general
advertisements. Other modules could also be
installed in this area such as cash or vending machines.

B

C

2

1

D

4
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Materials to match or compliment
street-inspired palette

Information Zone
This area centres around the customer service desk
and the information roundel. The module containing
the fold-down chair and table could be provided here
for the elderly, young children or pregnant women to
rest whilst seeking help or information. The leaflet
rack module could be included here to present
S2
customers with useful
information. A halo light fitting
will be positioned to indicate the desk location. It will
be set out at the same height, and reflect the design
of the orange band of the modular wall, tying the
design together.
SUITABILITY

TITLE

Information Zone Perspective

the station’s
SHEET

1

of

1

SCALE

DRAWING SHEET SIZE = A3

n/a

13048-01-sk02

A01

DRAWING NUMBER

SIGNATURE:

7

F

STATUS

2
A semi-open or fully open staff desk encourages staff
members to be friendly and help customers remotely

3
A halo light fitting denotes an area where passengers
can receive information or help. The orange band is set
out at the same height as the orange of the modular
wall for continuity

FR [for review]

1
A modular wall system that incorporates equipment
and maintains a consistent clean visual language

REVISION

8

The CCTV screen module should be placed in close
proximity to the service desk so the staff member

Overall, the modular wall is able to house a number of
equipment whose integration into the station design
is typically ignored. By doing so, the station becomes
a less cluttered space that helps passengers have a
more orderly and positive experience when using the
London Overground station.
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1 Closed desk
The customer desk in its current incarnation. The
physical separation between passenger and customer
means that a staff member’s role and responsibilities
are limited. This option does not correspond with the
principles of the LO Design Idiom particularly well,
and its use should be avoided where possible.
2 Semi-protected desk
This option has the benefit of a friendlier customer
service by omission of the screen, but retains
the feeling of protection, appropriate for certain
circumstances.
3 Open desk
Staff can easily access any passengers that need help,
while retaining a single point of sale for rare occasions
where ticket sales are required. Most stations should
aspire to use this desk configuration.

1

2

3

4

4 Remote staff member
A zone to find staff members should be clearly marked
by the use of materials, lights or symbols/ signs. The
staff member will be remote and readily available
to help customers use a modular wall to obtain any
tickets/ information.

3.2.1 Evolution of the customer service desk
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Station Accommodation
3.2

Customer Service Desk

As the rest of the station adapts to changes in
passenger needs, the customer service desk should
also respond to them and evolve.
The new design for the desk is intended as a flexible
solution, that provides a consistent design language
that can work in a number of different contexts. LO
stations vary from busy central London locations
(where many people will not have used the station
before), to more local stations (where people use the
same station every day for commuting). Since each
station has its own particular set of needs, it should
be determined which of the following options is most
appropriate for each station separately.
1 Closed desk
As the network currently stands, some passengers still
prefer to buy paper tickets (especially those visiting
London for the first time). This means that money is
still kept behind a protected, enclosed desk.
2 Semi-protected desk
In most cases, a protected desk is not required.
By removing the barrier, this desk subconsciously
encourages passengers and staff members to be
friendlier and more cooperative. This option could
work well as a transition between the current closeddesk and the future open-desk environments.

3 Open desk
As ticket vending machines become more prominent
sale points, staff members’ roles change from handling
money, to a support role, helping new passengers
use the ticket machines. An open desk environment
allows staff members to easily access machines,
while retaining a single point of sale for rare occasions
where ticket sales are required.
4 Remote staff member (No desk)
Having staff in the ticket hall, rather than in ticket
offices, means they are more approachable and
can provide aid to customers where it is really
needed. Where cash taken by staff is expected to be
negligible, a remote staff member with a personal
mobile ticket printer would be an appropriate option.
A clearly defined dedicated zone will mark out where
passengers can easily find staff members, with a perch
seat / stool for staff to rest.
The desk has been designed so that it can be easily
disassembled to respond to the rapid changes in
staff roles. For example, the desk only requires a
small curved end-piece to change from a semi-open
environment to a fully open desk environment. This
creates a flexible system to ensure that there is a
suitable solution as a station’s requirements change.

Station
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1
Open, welcoming counter accessible to all passengers.
2
Staff to have direct access from the customer service
desk to the booking hall.

3

3
Good direct visibility over gateline, modular wall and
booking hall.

2

4
Full control of whole station from single work station.

4

1

3.2.2 Principles of the customer service desk
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Station Accommodation
Customer Service Desk Principles
1 Open, welcoming counter accessible to all passengers

2 Staff to have direct access from the customer service desk to the booking
hall

3 Good direct visibility over gateline, modular wall and booking hall

4 Full control of all station areas from single work station

Whether a closed, semi-protected, open desk, or
no desk policy is adopted at a station, there are a
few universal principles that should be followed, to
coincide with the street vision.
The staff at the service desk are there to provide
support to customers who require further assistance
that online services or the modular wall has not
been able to provide. The desk location and layout
must therefore be as open, welcoming and friendly
as possible, without overshadowing the ticket
machines, which should be the primary point of sales.
The desk should be located in an area that provides
direct visibility over the main booking hall areas, TVM’s
and gateline as these are the areas where passengers
will require most assistance. All the other parts of
the station should be monitored and controlled from
a single point behind the customer service desk via
CCTV.
The customer service desk should encourage staff
to help passengers remotely. This is where an opendesk or no-desk policy work particularly well. It
should therefore be accepted that staff working at
the service desk are going to be working in a semiexternal environment, and they should be dressed
with appropriate clothing accordingly.

Station
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6

7

NOTES - LEGEND

Extra 950 wide
desk space per
additional member
of staff

A

Staff side

Where there
opportunity
of a zone w
between sta
the staff me
outside of th

950mm

B

Halo lighting above
Customer side

Desk axonometric view - front

C
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Station Accommodation
Customer Service Desk Design Requirements
• Curved form naturally aids movement of visitors through the space

• Integrated design approach provides visual continuity with the halo
above

• Flexible design allows additional work space to be added

• Consistent design language achieved by cladding the desk in
materials that compliment the modular wall system

The new desk for an open-desk environment has been
designed as a split-level workstation so that it is more
accessible for ambulant disabled visitors. The curved
form of the desk follows the circular halo above, and
provides a natural route for passengers to take.
In plan, the desk has been designed to incorporate
a circular geometry that reflects the halo light fitting
above. Where larger information zones are available,
staff members can sit on the larger side of the
desk. However, in less busy stations where smaller
information zones are required, staff members can sit
on the internal curvature of the desk so that the outer
curve provides a more natural, unobstructed route for
passengers.
The desk design is split into a curved section and a
straight section. The desk can be extended with extra
950mm wide straight sections for each additional
member of staff, meaning that the desk can be
easily adapted to accommodate additional or fewer
members of staff as the station’s needs change.

The desk should be clad in a material that matches
or compliments the design of the modular wall, and
provide a consistent design language throughout
the customer support area. It could be back-painted
glass, glazed brick slips, perforated metal or any
other material that reflect the station’s flashcard
(see section 2.6) and further integrates the stations’s
design with its surroundings.
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Station Accommodation
1
Modules set out according to a 1200mm wide grid;
Wide enough to accommodate all types of technology
(TVM, cash machine, electronic poster, etc.) and any
conceivable changes in the future.

3.3

Modular Wall Design
Requirements
• Standardised modular system

2
In accordance with the London Overground signs
standard document, the underside of the signage
band will be positioned 2500mm above finished floor
level.

for a range of equipment

• Concealed service routes
3
In accordance with the London Overground poster
frame standard document, the top of digital posters
will be positioned 2000mm above finished floor level.
The top of all other equipment should be set out
accordingly.

• Easy access for maintenance

• Clean lines with no dust traps
or hidden gaps

Opposite:
3.3.1 Modular wall design - suitable for an
internal or external environment

Modular Wall

The amount of clutter normally found at stations
can be a significant problem. A large amount of
this clutter relates to equipment used by staff and
customers. The modular wall is a flexible system that
neatly incorporates any equipment and the resulting
services, power supplies, etc. This means that dust
traps are avoided, while maintaining a certain degree of
accessibility for maintenance. The result is a modern
and clean aesthetic that is fit for the contemporary
environment.
The modules are set out on a 1200mm grid - a
dimension that both fits with typical material
dimensions (ceiling tiles/ paving slabs) and is wide
enough to accommodate larger equipment such
as TVMs, cash machines or food and drink vending
machines. The layout should reflect the customer’s
experience of booking tickets or planning their journey
online, so their experience at the station seems
familiar even when the customer has never set foot in
that particular station before.

In accordance with the London Overground Signs
Standard23 document, the underside of the signage
band will be positioned 2500mm above finished floor
level. Similarly, the top of equipment are set out at
2000mm above finished floor level, in accordance
with the London Overground Poster frame standard
document.24 Both these dimensions serve as visual
datums, providing consistency across the modular
wall.
This wall will be the primary point of sales and
information in stations, and should therefore be
located in prominent positions, clearly visible from
the interchange or main entrance. Additional support
will be provided at the modular wall by staff with
access from the customer service desk, and so should
be positioned in relatively close proximity.
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Opposite:
3.3.2 Modular wall types
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Type A - Blank

Type B - Ticket Machine

Type C - Digital Display

Type D - Information Roundel

Type G - High Only

Type H - Aperture

Type I - Leaflet Rack

Type J - Cash Machine

Type E - Table / Chair

Type K - CCTV Screens

Type L - Cash Drop /
Storage

Type F - Door
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Station Accommodation
The principle of the modular wall is that it should
accommodate any equipment used by customers
and keep the services hidden. The modules should
be able to adapt, to accommodate equipment that
may be introduced to the station in the future. The
following are just some of the potential modules that
could make up a modular wall;
Type A
Blank modules should be the only module type
available at varying widths, and usually used as endpieces - particularly useful in existing stations, where
the wall must fit into a predetermined space.
Type B
A TVM module should be designed to seamlessly
house a modern touch-screen TVM. Junctions
between the glass of the TVM and the cladding to the
module should be minimal and tidy. These modules
should be located in prime position facing the station
entrance or important interchanges.
Type C
In the Information Area, digital displays can provide
customers with live updates, travel information and
advertisements. The digital display should be large and
resemble the design of the TfL website for continuity.

Type D
An Information Roundel can be installed across two
modules displaying the TfL map. The head of the
poster will be positioned 2000mm above finished
floor level.

Type I
Leaflet racks can be installed to provide customers
with TfL literature. This type of modular panel would
be ideal for ‘attractor’ type stations so tourists can be
presented with written information.

Type E
This module has been designed to include a fold-out
chair and table for customers. The chair could be
useful for those who need a rest as they are being
assisted, while the table could be used by a customer
or staff member as a space to write or use a personal
computer.

Type J
The modular wall has been designed so that a
standard ATM machine could be incorporated without
disrupting the architectural language of the customer
support area.

Type F
Where the modular wall separates public space from
private offices, a secure door can be built into the wall
for use by staff members.
Type G
A ‘high level only’ module should be introduced above
existing doors, windows or other important features.
The modular wall can be provided at high level only
to ensure a consistent visual thread throughout the
station.
Type H
An aperture can be built into the panel to retain
daylight into a space, or to maintain existing sight lines

Type K
Another module could contain CCTV screens allowing
staff members flexibility to move around the station
whilst maintaining control.
Type L
In areas near the service desk, a cash drop system can
be integrated into the modular wall, to ensure secure
transition of cash.
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Station Accommodation
3.4
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Station Retail

The quality of retail at stations has a direct
impact on the passengers experience during their
journey. Independent retailers must be given clear
guidance to ensure that they take
care of the
station environment and the service they offer
to customers/passengers. Retail staff on station
premises must understand that they represent
TfL and as such should act as ambassadors.
TfL’s Retail Design Standards document provides
details of rules for shop fronts, cleanliness and staff
conduct.25 Consistent brand regulations maintains
a balanced appearance across the network that
facilitates competition between retailers whilst
enhancing the quality of the station environment.
Similar guidance should be shared with neighbouring
retail premises that serve the station environment
and support passengers’ journey. Reaching out to
potential partner retailers at an early stage can both
increase the capacity of our stations and improve the
range of services available. By reaching out to our local
streets that we can identify stations as destinations
that define the civic space.

LS00-ALLW-MPM-DEB-RFL-00001

Station Retail Design Requirements
• Consistent guidance on shop front design and management (see Retail
Design Standards)

• Clear code of behaviour to support retail staff as representatives

• Support local neighbouring services to enable them to provide passengers
with appropriate services

• Maintain a clear, calm balance between information & commercial
opportunities
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Station Accommodation
3.5

Staff Accommodation Requirements
1 Comfortable, warm rest area (staff mess)

3
2 Small kitchenette with sink, water boiler and
storage

3 Clean accessible toilet

1
6
2

5
4 Space for 1no. full size locker per member of

4

staff

5 Place of safety

6 Seat within booking hall in prominent location

3.5.1 Station accommodation plan

Station Staff Accommodation

Design proposals must reflect the new roles and
responsibilities of station staff. As staff members
provide more assistance remotely at the modular wall
and gateline, the layout of the station, and the relation
between different zones should be considered
carefully.
Good quality welfare accommodation must be
provided to support staff. A comfortable place to
rest, prepare refreshments and access to a toilet
is essential. Staff facilities should be located in a
convenient location, close to their core activities.
These standards should be enhanced where possible
to provide natural daylight, good views and ventilation.
The quality of staff facilities can have a significant
impact on their working day.
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materials and detailing.
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3

2
Adequate accommodation to cope with growing
passenger numbers.
3
Use opportunities created by the station design (e.g.
cantilevered structures) to provide shelter as opposed
to proprietary shelter products where possible.
4
TfL to determine the number of WC and/or baby
changing facilities required at each station. Where
they are required, these facilities should be accessed
directly from waiting areas and should not disrupt
passenger flow - Materials should be high quality and
meet the vision for the station as a continuation of
the street.

3.6.1 Customer facilities
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Station Accommodation
3.6

Customer Facilities Design Requirements
1 Integrate with the station design - high quality materials and detailing

2 Adequate accommodation to cope with growing passenger numbers

3 Use opportunities created by the station design to provide shelter

4 Extent of customer facilities to be determined by TfL - All customer
facilities to be of high quality design and materials

Customer Facilities

The inclusion of air-conditioning, real-time passenger
information systems and wide gang-ways between
carriages has meant that the quality of LO train carriage
interiors has improved significantly in recent years.
Unfortunately, in the meantime, the quality of station
waiting rooms, toilets and baby changing facilities has
not improved to the same extent, with proprietary
systems still being favoured generally. These spaces
- as with all other station spaces - should meet the
developing expectations of passengers, and integrate
seamlessly with the street vision.
As discussed in section 2.2, the extent of a station’s
customer facilities will be determined by TfL according
to the Options Report Station Requirements for
Building Works.26 This is to ensure that adequate
provision is made to cope with forecast demand.
Consideration should be given to the design and
materials used on platform waiting shelters, to ensure
they respond to the design of the station as a whole
as well as meet TfL’s Product Design Guidelines.27
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4.0.1 Incorporating station equipment into the
design
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Station
Equipment

IN THIS SECTION YOU WILL:
• Understand the processes involved in designing a
clutter-free and legible environment
• See an overview of the key station equipment
required to support a typical station building and
how they should be carefully considered at an

4.0 Station Equipment and Products

early design stage
• Understand the importance of clear and legible
signage
• Understand the importance of securing the
station
• Understand the importance of good lighting and
how it should be applied to station design
• See a quick overview of things to consider when
specifying products

72
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1
Consistent colour of equipment to be used across the
network.

Cladding
Substrate

1

2
Coordinate setting out of all units.
3
Consider equipment as part of the overall design
strategy.

4
Hinge

2

Framing for access panel

Concealed services zone

3

Mechanism to assist with
opening

4
Conceal services but make them easily accessible.

Steel detailing

Modular panel system

Maximise widths of openable
access panels

Top Left:
4.0.2 Concourse view showing station
equipment requirements
Top Right:
4.0.3 Detail section through service zone
Bottom:
4.0.4 Service zone elevation

LS00-ALLW-MPM-DEB-RFL-00001

Hinged panel providing
maintenance access

Allow enough space for all equipment, with
provision for future additions

Dedicated equipment
zone

Typical module width based on a consistent grid

Minimise
inaccessible panels

Inaccessible
panels behind
columns
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Station Equipment & Products
4.0

Station Equipment Design Requirements
1 Consistent colour of casings to be used across the network

2 Coordinate setting out of all units

3 Consider equipment as part of the overall design strategy

4 Conceal services but make them easily accessible

Station Equipment and Products

The range of equipment required to support station
buildings are becoming increasingly varied and can
be complex. Each item has developed in response
to advances in technology and have been added
into the station environment at different times.
When this happens, the consequence is inevitably an
inconsistent erratic mix of equipment and services,
with little consideration given to aesthetic quality or
the impact on the station’s spaces.
The following sections discuss some of the principles
being applied to improve the uniformity of the
equipment’s design and options to bring different
services together into single units .
The colour and form of casings and fixings should be
consistent, and the coordination of different items
should be carefully considered as part of the overall
station design strategy. Guidance is provided in the
following pages for a range of key items, but it is
important to consider them together with the whole
station design to provide space around each piece of
equipment.
For refurbishment projects, it is important to take
stock of the existing layout of services & equipment,
to understand how new equipment can be integrated
into the existing station.
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4.1
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Clutter-free and Legible Spaces

One of the key principles when designing station
buildings is to keep spaces free from unnecessary
clutter and unappealing service routes. This improves
wayfinding and the visual aesthetic of station
environments as a whole.
When designing a new station building it is easier to
take control over how to integrate equipment and any
resulting service routes. However, as a considerable
amount of station designs involve working with
existing environments, it is worth following the points
below in accordance with the LU Station Design
Idiom:28
1 Take stock
Examine all the elements within a space and take note
of each item and its purpose (or lack of purpose).
2 Ask if it’s needed
Question if each item is really needed. Ask if the same
effect could be achieved in a better way?
3 Remove it
Remove all unnecessary components, but ensure the
correct procedures have been followed, and the right
parties have been consulted.
4 Consolidate
Cluster similar elements to make the environment

LS00-ALLW-MPM-DEB-RFL-00001

feel more coherent. Use zoning to define areas where
certain information or safety equipment can be found.
5 Keeping it clutter-free
Once an area has been decluttered, processes must
be in place to ensure clutter does not accumulate
again. Similar processes should also apply to retailers.
The whole station should be managed holistically and
proactively.

2

De-clutter Principles
1 Sort
Take stock of the existing equipment
and their status. Remove if they are
not required

3
2 Set and Standardise
Cluster similar elements together in
zones. Define structure of areas so
that they are easy to understand
3 Sustain and Shine
Introduce procedures for maintaining
equipment

1
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Station Equipment & Products
4.2

CCTV, CIS, PA & Help Points
• Concealed service routes throughout

• Easy access ducts and routes to accommodate future changes

• Set out and coordinate all elements of equipment

CCTV, CIS, PA and Help Points

CCTV, Help Points, CIS and other wall and post
mounted equipment should be carefully considered
to avoid an unnecessarily complicated and cluttered
appearance. Cable routes should be concealed where
possible and new easy to access designed-in ducts
and cable trays provided in new station buildings.
Ducts and cable trays should facilitate future
modifications to the system, with demountable face
plates that can be re-instated without affecting the
design.

• Bring pieces of equipment together into single unit wherever
possible

The setting out and alignment of each element should
be considered as a whole to provide a co-ordinated
system that does not have a negative impact on the
design of the station building.
Where possible, the specification of the equipment
supplier should be co-ordinated so that the design
of the equipment casing and colour is co-ordinated.
Where a single item can accommodate more than
one function this should be utilised to minimise the
number of items required overall.

Opposite:
4.1.1 Clutter-free and legible spaces

Standards for CCTV, PA and Lighting should be
referenced from different sources depending on the
station.
LU’s Station Design Idiom29 promotes the use of
standardised finishes and ensures that plenty of space
is provided around each piece of equipment. A space
of 3m should be provided around the station entrance
wherever possible.
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4.3
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Ticket Vending Machines
A

In the past, Ticket Vending Machines (TVM’s) have
rarely been regarded as an integral part of the station’s
design. Stations will be required to accommodate a
certain number of machines, but rarely do designers
consider the impact they have on the station
environment.

Ticket Vending Machine
Design Requirements
• TVM’s to be built into modular
wall system.
B

The introduction of a modular wall (see section
3.3) provides a good opportunity to rethink how we
can integrate this increasingly important piece of
equipment with the rest of the station’s design.
Ticket Vending Machines should be built into the
modular wall system, providing a high quality finish
with no dust traps or gaps. The module is wide enough
to accommodate different machines in the future as
technology advances.
TVMs should be placed so that they are clearly visible
as you enter the station, and be located so that
station staff have good visibility over them from the
customer service desk.

• Co-ordinated design across
the network

• Avoid dust traps and gaps
C

• Location of machines should
be clearly visible from station
entrance and the customer
service desk
D

4.3.1 Ticket vending machines in a modular
wall
E

NOTES - LEGEND:
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Station Equipment & Products
4.4

Automatic Ticket Gate Design Requirements
• Provide space for sufficient ATG’s to cope with growing passenger
numbers.

• Location to be visible from customer service desk

• Allow space for gateline support staff

• Built in service routes and floor ducts

Automatic Ticket Gates

Provision should be made for adequate space to
accommodate sufficient ticket gates to cope with
growing passenger numbers. Not all gates need to
be provided in the first instance as long as space and
enabling works have been completed ready for easy
future installation as the need arises.
ATG arrays should be located in a position that is
clearly visible from the customer service desk (see
section 3.2). Adequate space should also be allowed
for a member of staff to supervise the gateline and
attend to any passengers that may require assistance.
All new station structures should ensure that service
routes to gatelines are concealed and that floor ducts
are available below the gate array to accommodate
the power and data cables.
The perimeter of the station’s paid side should be
adequately secured in accordance with RIS-7700-INS
Rail Industry Standard for Station Infrastructure,30 for
secure station accreditation. ATG’s should be installed
in accordance with RIS-7701-INS for Automatic Ticket
Gates at Stations.31

Left:
4.4.1 Ticket gateline at Shepherds Bush Station
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6

Poster Boards and Advertising

Poster Board & Advertising Design
A

An interactive electronic display board that displays
various information can be incorporated into the
modular wall system (see section 3.3) or mounted
onto walls in the concourse.
While integrating electronic poster boards into the
modular wall is preferred, there are occasions where
mounting poster onto a wall is unavoidable. In such
instances, ensure that cable routes are carefully
considered and concealed. If possible, prepare a detail
(such as a recess) to accommodate posters in order to
integrate them into the building fabric.
Wall areas should not be filled with poster boards
or advertising at every opportunity. Walls are an
important part of every street scene and should be
given respect with high quality natural materials free
from clutter.

• Poster boards to be built-in to modular wall system

• Mandatory poster boards to be assembled into single interactive
B
electronic display

• Consider poster boards and advertising as part of the overall design
strategy
C

D

4.5.1 Electronic poster board built into a
modular wall

E

NOTES - LEGEND:
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Station Equipment & Products
4.6

Signage Design
Requirements
• Logical plan to minimise the
need for signage

• Consider signage as an integral
part of the building design
strategy

• Used as a secondary means of
navigation

4.6.1 Incorporate signage into the station’s
design

Signage

It is important that signage is considered from the
outset and integrated into the building design strategy.
The station should be planned in a logical way to
aid navigation from pavement to platform avoiding
confusion. This would minimise the need for signage
and prevent increasing congestion by slowing the
movement of passengers through the station.
Signage should be considered as a secondary means
of navigating the station. However, clear signage
is important for people who are unfamiliar with a
particular station layout.
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Introduction

1
Folding shutters to be concealed within recesses in
the building fabric where possible. Designers should
check the maximum width of any proposed shutters.
Bostwick gates may not be able to extend across
larger expanses - particularly important for the street
concept, where large unobstructed openings are
encouraged.

2

4
Roller shutters may be used where folding shutters
are not appropriate. They should be concealed within
ceiling voids to maintain a clean, professional look.
5
Street-facing equipment should be set back in the
wall, to allow for a shutter to drop down in front.
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3
5

2
Position and levels of light should be great enough
to deter anti-social behaviour and rough-sleeping,
to make the station look less intimidating at night.
Ensure good light coverage throughout.
3
Positions and coverage of CCTV should be good
throughout station. Coverage at entrances should be
exceptional, especially if there are canopies or other
covered areas.

Station Planning
and Design

4

1
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Station Equipment & Products
4.7

Securing the Station
1 Folding shutters to be concealed within recesses in the building fabric
where possible

2 Adequate lighting provided at the station entrance

3 CCTV coverage throughout the station

4 Roller shutters to be concealed within ceiling void to avoid clutter

5 Street-facing TVM modular wall to be protected with a roller shutter
during out-of-hours

Securing the Station

The concept of creating a more open and welcoming
station environment brings with it its own set of
challenges. Whilst creating a station that extends into
the public realm is key to the success of a modern
station, more thought is required into the best way of
securing the station at night.
Large canopies are a good way of overlapping the
street and station environments. They also provide
low-maintenance waiting areas at interchanges and
good places to meet, reinstating the station as an
important civic space. At night, however, covered
spaces could encourage anti-social behaviour and
sleeping rough, which could be seen as intimidating.
Designers should ensure that adequate lighting and
CCTV is provided at all station entrances to deter
this, as well as further CCTV coverage throughout the
building.
Security gates are not particularly appealing and
should be hidden where possible. A provision should
be made for pockets in the building fabric to house
folding shutters. The shutter will be concealed within
the pocket to create a clutter-free environment.

Opposite:
4.7.1 Securing the station

Where a folding shutter and pocket is not appropriate,
a roller shutter may be used. The roller shutter’s
casing should be located within the allocated service
zone above the ceiling, which again helps to create a
clutter-free environment.
A folding gate or roller shutter also offers the benefit
of crowd control and the decision to use one may be
based on operational as well as space considerations.
In instances where a TVM modular wall is facing the
street environment, an allocated zone for a roller
shutter to close in front of TVMs should be provided.
In most instances, this will mean setting the face
of the modular wall back slightly from the structure
above.
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Feature luminaires
1a Wall mounted lighting
1b Wall mounted lighting
Discrete luminaires
2a Recessed lighting
2b Ceiling mounted lighting
Mood-lighting luminaires
3a Column mounted lighting
3b Handrail lighting
Network-wide proprietary luminaires
4 Halo
1a

2a

3a

1b

2b

3b

This page:
4.8.1 Example light fittings suitable for a semiexposed street environment
Opposite:
4.8.2 The halo borrows a visual que from
the TfL roundel and denotes an area for
information or help
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4.8

Lighting Design

Luminaire Aesthetics
All light fittings should be; of good quality, compliment
the rest of the station design, and reinforce the idea
of the station as a continuation of the street.
Selecting light fittings gives the designer a good
opportunity to reinforce the street concept. Higher
and more open concourses provide perfect chances
to continue the external light fittings from the street
into the station. For these spaces, light fixtures of
an appropriate scale and design should be selected
so that they do not obstruct views of important
information, make the space too visually “busy” or
clash with service routes. These fittings are to be
constructed from hard-wearing and aesthetically
pleasing materials. Natural finishes, such as brushed
metals, should be chosen over plastics or paints.
Smaller feature light fittings could be used on
footbridges, stairs and pavements to aid customers in
navigating the station.

4

Ceiling mounted fittings should be kept discrete, with
their colours chosen so that they match the adjacent
colour. For example, in a white suspended ceiling,
recessed lights with a white trim should be selected
to blend into the ceiling. Contrasting colours should
be avoided here so that the space is neutral, calm and
aids passengers in finding their way around the station.
Recessed fittings should be used in staff areas, WCs

and information areas as these areas will often have
lower ceiling heights. In these spaces, street fittings
would be inappropriate because they would compete
with important signage and information.
Lighting also gives designers a chance to think
creatively about the spaces they create, and how
best to create ambience. Creative solutions such
as up-down lighting in columns recesses, or soft
downlighting in handrails could improve a station’s
atmosphere and give the station its own distinct
personality.
All fittings are to be suitably I.P. rated and fit for semiexternal or fully external environments.
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Layer 1: Ambient
(Average 100lx / min 50 lx)
The ambient layer is the basic ‘background’ that
provides functional and safe illumination across the
space. Surfaces used to perform light calculations
should generally be horizontal. In larger more ‘open’
spaces it is equally important to provide adequate
vertical illumination.

4.8.3
Layer 2:
Accent (300lx)
The accent layer cuts through and lies over the
ambient layer and provides visual emphasis on vertical
surfaces such as walls. It also enables key areas such
as ticketing or gate-lines to be highlighted. There
should be a well-considered balance of luminance/
illuminance between the ambient and accent layers
that ranges from 0.3 to 0.8 uniformity.

4.8.3, 4.8.4, 4.8.5 & 4.8.6
Illustrations indicating the layering of light.
4.8.4
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Layer 3: Orientation
(100 lx / 200 lx to key areas)
Orientation lighting should aid wayfinding by
instinctively drawing the eye through a space toward
the next. Additional highlights at tunnel entrances and
nodal points will further aid circulation.

Layers of Light
Good quality, well considered lighting layouts can make
a significant difference to the quality of a passenger’s
experience when moving through a station. Lighting
can be used to define features and ease navigation.
The LU Station Design Idiom32 provides guidance for
underground station lighting design, the key principals
of which have been summarised adjacent and should
be used for all London Overground stations too, as
follows:
Ambient
Base level of light to maintain a safe environment
Accent
To highlight information or interesting features

4.8.5
Layer 4: Feature
(300 lx)
Feature lighting provides an extra layer of visual
interest; whether it is in the form of halos, pendants,
or concealed, coloured illumination it helps to create
a focal area and adds visual stimulation.

Orientation
To define routes, entrances and exits
Feature
To promote the station entrance and other key
features
However, designing for an London Overground Station
is by its very nature, different from an Underground
Station. In the spirit of the LO Design Idiom, external
grade lighting should be used and high quality external
fittings should be used where possible in the station,
to reflect the concept of the station as a continuation
of the street.

4.8.6
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1
Clerestory glazing used to light the station from above
without compromising the arrangement of the floor
plan below.
2
Skylights are particularly useful in London Overground
stations, where wall space is valued and used for
equipment, information and advertisements.
3
Translucent Glazing can be useful in a number of
cases; where overlooking may be a problem, where
there are security concerns, or where a different
quality of light is required. Blurred silhouette effect
can also be achieved through using this glass.

1

2

4
Daylighting can be used to highlight certain elements
and zones, or produce particularly interesting patterns.

3

4

4.8.7 Various different uses of daylighting
combining to create a successful station
environment, Hackney Central Overground
Station
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Daylight
Where there are opportunities to take advantage of
natural daylighting in stations, it should be provided
in all areas where there are people - from booking
halls and waiting areas to retail units and staff
accommodation. As with electric lighting, daylighting
can be used creatively to generate spaces of very
different atmospheres.
In tight urban spaces there will be limited opportunity
to use windows at eye level. However, rooflights can
be highly effective in filling the space with ambient
lighting, or wash certain walls or other elements with
light. High level glazing can be used in historical settings
as a connecting element between existing buildings
and modern interventions, highlighting particularly
interesting details such as existing brick or stonework.
Clearstorey glazing can be used in a similar fashion to
light the station from above without compromising
the arrangement of the floor plan below.
In some instances, translucent glazing might be more
appropriate than clear glass; useful where overlooking
may be a problem, where there are security concerns,
or where a different quality of light is required. It can
also be used on the south façades of buildings and in
other areas where solar glare may be an issue.

Lighting can also be used to accent certain elements.
For instance, a circular roof light could be used
in conjunction with the Halo to draw the eye to
important points in the station such as ticket and
information zones. By using the architecture itself to
help customers navigate the station, signage can be
reduced to help maintain an uncluttered and ordered
space.
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4.9

Products & Specification
• Overview of key specifications

• Standardised components important for consistency and efficiency

• Use of natural and low-maintenance materials

• Use of low energy embodied materials where possible

Specifying Products

Sustainability should underpin the specification of
materials throughout the design process with the use
of low energy embodied materials where possible.
Materials and specifications should be appropriate
to the local context, which may be informed by local
planning policies or heritage status.
Materials and specifications that are durable will be
easier to maintain and deter vandalism. Designers
should give prior consideration to materials/products
which require a secondary finish which may require
periodic maintenance throughout its life-cycle.
Fire precautions of materials and the combustibilities
of each specification should be considered during
the design process. The Rail Industry Standard for
Station Infrastructure33 provides details of material
requirements for new and existing stations.
The following pages include recommended
specifications for key components to enable
standardisation of supply and maintenance whilst not
restricting individual design opportunities for each
station location.

Opposite:
4.8.8 Illustration showing how careful selection
of light fittings can enhance the character of
the building in an historic setting
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3

2

4

4
5

4
Above
4.9.1 Specifying products for external spaces
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Opposite
4.9.2 Example of Yorkstone paving, irregular bond
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B

1 Bollards

2 Security Shutters

4 Street furniture

5 Floor finishes

Used externally to discourage vehicles
from entering pedestrian spaces, but can
also be used internally in order to define
pedestrian circulation routes through the
station.

The location of security shutters should
be carefully considered in conjunction
with the station’s street concept. More
specifically, the design of the shutter
should not constrain the open feel of the
station during operational hours.

The use of street furniture can continue
into the booking hall and out towards the
local streets (in consultation with Local
Authority guidance).

To reinforce the concept of the street
environment, the natural materials used
externally should extend from road to
platform through the pedestrianised areas
of the station.

Bollards should be a minimum 1000mm
high, should be of a colour which contrasts
with their surroundings and it is desirable
to have a prominent, colour-contrasting
top or band within the top 33 per cent of
at least 150mm width.34
Bollards material to be appropriate to
local context, natural finishes where
possible and resistant to vandalism.
It is desirable for bollards to be circular
with radiused edges.
Bollard types:
• Standard bollard
• Security grade bollard
• Rising bollard

Design of cycle racks, tree grills and
seating should reinforce the building
design concept.

C

Detailed consideration should be given
to integrate shutters within design of
building envelope - conceal within the
building fabric during operational hours.

Light columns and structural planting of
trees can shape the external space.
Good quality external materials such
as stone and brick should support the
functions for storing bikes and collecting
litter.

D

3 Soffits & Fascias
Soffits and Fascias should be robust, low
maintenance and compliment the ceiling
finish as well as the external finishes used
for the walls and floors.
Use materials that are naturally finished
(e.g. brushed / anodised metal) rather
than painted finishes where possible.
Exposed soffits and brick vaults should
be encouraged, complemented by high
quality external light fittings that enhance
the natural materials, shape the space and
give guidance on direction.

Tree grills - Stone finish with built-in
gullies.
Litter bins - High quality natural finishes
(e.g. stainless steel) that relates to station
design and local context.

E

Seating - Built-in seats in natural material.
Integrate feature lights if used in dark
areas.
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This page;
4.9.3 Specifying products for internal spaces
Opposite:
4.9.4 Sawtooth brick panel
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1 Windows / glazed screens

3 Ironmongery

4 Doors

Specify fixings that are as robust and
tamper-proof as possible.

Ironmongery should be robust and
resilient to vandalism.

Doors should be avoided in all main
circulation areas and passenger flow
routes.

Finishes to intergrate with the vision of
the station as a continuation of the street.
Natural materials should be used.

Environmental considerations:
Ventilation, solar gain, acoustics, thermal
performance and air tightness (to enclosed
areas).

All ironmongery to comply with the
station’s fire strategy.

Ensure that they are robust and tamperproof. Design considerations should be
in line with guidance set out in the DfT’s
Design Standards for Accessible Railway
Stations.36

Wall systems should adopt panelised
construction techniques where possible
to enable future flexibility.

Windows must be easy to maintain without
need for scaffolding/ mansafe systems,
especially above tracks. Consider pivot
systems to enable cleaning from inside.

A

Consider heritage value in conjunction
with doors/ windows when specifying.
B

Compliance with DfT code of practice in
relation to accessibility.35

4

C

Fire ratings should meet the requirements
of the proposed fire strategy.

2 Ceiling

5 Lighting fixtures

Consider heritage value and planning/
listed building status.

Ceilings to be robust and compliment the
external finishes used for the walls and
floors.

Specification of lighting to reinforce the
character of the street.

Use materials that are naturally finished
(e.g. brushed / anodised metal) before
painted finishes where possible.
Use high quality external light fittings that
enhance these natural materials.

5

6 External / internal walls
6

7
NOTES - LEGEND:

Door types:
Polyester powder coated or painted steel
doors to be used for external applications
and some internal applications where
extra security is required.

D

Continue external grade light fittings
from exterior throughout concourse and
footbridges/subways where possible.
Lighting to provide sense of direction and
ambienceE(see section 4.8).

Solid core timber doors to be used
at stations which may have planning
restrictions, or be of significant heritage
value.

F
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This page:
4.9.5 Specifying products at platforms
Opposite:
4.9.6 Perforated metal sheeting
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1 Shelters and windbreaks
Shelters should be designed into the
building fabric where possible (e.g.
extension of a canopy along the platform,
or integrated under a footbridge).
Specification of stand-alone prefabricated
shelters (especially heated) should be
avoided.

practices and crime prevention. The
Rail Industry standard for station
infrastructure38 document, parts 10 and
11 provides guidance on how to increase
awareness of the risk of unauthorised
access and vandalism and provides design
requirements for deterring unauthorised
access into stations.

3 Barriers
Internal barriers should be sympathetic to
the character of the station building and
to contrast with its background.
Barriers should have concealed fixings and
no sharp edges. Wall mounted barriers to
return at the ends.

Encourage use of windbreaks on exposed
platforms / high level open platforms.
Shelters should make the platform
comfortable for waiting passengers.

Handrails should be low maintenance,
robust and resistant to continuous use.
Horizontal infills between uprights to be
avoided.

2 Railings and screens

4 Stairs, escalators, conveyors
and lifts

Specify high quality architectural
perforated/ expanded mesh screen
instead of standard steel bar railings.
Mesh screens should compliment the
station design.
Screens could enclose areas where
visibility should be restricted, such as bin
enclosures and along back of platform.
The Network Rail Station Design
Principles37 describes the measures
required by designers in order to assess
and minimise the risk of malicious

The material of the stair tread and riser
should tie in with the flooring finish
proposed for the station, which reinforces
the street concept.
The use of low maintenance natural
and local materials should be specified
wherever possible. TfL document Station
planning standards and guidelines39
provides guidance on the planning and
design of escalators, passenger conveyors
and lifts.
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5.0.1 Extending the street through the station,
Hackney Central
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Appendix

Cheshunt
Watford Junction
Enfield Town
Watford High Street

Theobalds Grove

Bush Hill Park

5.1
LO Station Design Type Map (A2
Size)

Bushey
Turkey Street
Carpenders Park
Southbury

Chingford

Hatch End
Edmonton Green
Headstone Lane

Nb. Map to be printed at A2 size.

Silver Street
Harrow &
Wealdstone
Kenton

Bruce Grove
Harringay
Green Lanes

Crouch Hill
South Kenton
Hampstead
Heath

North Wembley

Seven
Sisters

Gospel
Oak

Finchley Road
& Frognal

Stonebridge Park

Willesden Junction

Kensal
Rise

Brondesbury
Park

Stoke Newington
Highbury &
Islington Canonbury

Camden Road

Queen's Park

Kilburn
High Road

Caledonian
Road &
Barnsbury

South
Hampstead

Rectory
Road
Dalston
Kingsland
Hackney
Downs

Dalston Junction
Haggerston

Euston
Old Oak Common Lane

Romford

Walthamstow Central
Upminster

Walthamstow
Queen's Road

Kentish
Town West

Brondesbury

Kensal Green

Wood Street

Emerson Park

Stamford Hill

West
Hampstead

South
Tottenham

Blackhorse
Road

Upper Holloway

Wembley Central

Harlesden

Highams Park

White Hart Lane

Hythe Road

St. James Street
Leytonstone
High Road

Wanstead
Park
Woodgrange
Park

Leyton
Midland Road
Clapton

Hackney
Central Homerton
London Fields
Hackney
Cambridge Heath Wick
Bethnal Green

Stratford
Barking

Hoxton

Liverpool
Street

Barking Riverside
Shoreditch
High Street
Shepherd's
Bush

Whitechapel

Acton Central

South Acton

Shadwell
Kensington
(Olympia)

Wapping
River Thames

Rotherhithe
Canada Water

Gunnersbury

West Brompton

Surrey Quays

New Bermondsey
Kew Gardens
Imperial Wharf
Richmond

Queens Road
Peckham
New Cross
Clapham
Junction

New Cross Gate

Peckham Rye
Wandsworth
Road

Brockley
Clapham High Street
Honor Oak Park
Denmark Hill
Forest Hill

Station Design Type
British Railways (BRW) Pre 1965

Sydenham
Crystal Palace

British Rail (BR) Post 1965

Penge West

Great Eastern Railway (GER)

Anerley

London Brighton & South Coast Railway (LBSCR)
London Midland & Scottish (LMS)
North London Railway (NLR)
Southern Railway (SR)
2016 Palette
Stations managed by other operator
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bpr architects/Transport for London (2014) London Overground design type map [Graphics] In possession of: The Authors
2.6.1
bpr architects (2016) Illustration of design idom flashcards [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author
3.0.1
bpr architects (2016) An exemplar small station [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author: Finchley Road & Frognal Overground Station
3.0.2
bpr architects (2016) Station accommodation cutaway [Drawing] In possession of: The Author
3.1.1
bpr architects (2016) Principles of the customer support area [Drawing] In possession of: The Author
3.1.2
bpr architects (2016) Example of an open desk environment [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author
3.2.1
bpr architects (2016) Evolution of the customer service desk [Drawing] In possession of: The Author
3.2.2
bpr architects (2016) Principles of the customer service desk [Drawing] In possession of: The Author
3.2.3
bpr architects (2016) Desk design suitable for and open desk environment [Drawing] In possession of: The Author
3.3.1
bpr architects (2016) Modular wall design - suitable for an internal or external environment [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author
3.3.2
bpr architects (2016) Modular wall types [Drawing] In possession of: The Author
3.5.1
bpr architects (2016) Station accommodation plan [Drawing] In possession of: The Author
3.6.1
bpr architects (2016) Customer facilities [Drawing] In possession of: The Author
4.0.1
bpr architects (2016) Incorporating station equipment into the design [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author: Finchley Road & Frognal Overground Station
4.0.2
bpr architects (2016) Concourse view showing station equipment requirements [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author
4.0.3
bpr architects (2016) Detail section through service zone [Drawing] In possession of: The Author
4.0.4
bpr architects (2016) Service zone elevation [Drawing] In possession of: The Author
4.1.1
bpr architects (2016) Clutter-free and legible spaces [Drawing] In possession of: The Author
4.3.1
bpr architects (2016) Ticket vending machines in modular wall [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author
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bpr architects (2016) Ticket gateline [Photograph] In possession of: The Author: Shepherds Bush Overground Station
bpr architects (2016) Electronic poster built into a modular wall [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author
bpr architects (2016) Incorporating signage into a station’s design [Drawing] In possession of: The Author
bpr architects (2016) Securing the station [Drawing] In possession of: The Author
bpr architects (2016) Example light fittings suitable for a semi-exposed street environment [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author
bpr architects (2016) The halo [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author
bpr architects (2016) Lighting example - Ambient [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author
bpr architects (2016) Lighting example - Accent [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author
bpr architects (2016) Lighting example - Orientation [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author
bpr architects (2016) Lighting example - Feature [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author
bpr architects (2016) Lighting example - Daylight [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author: Hackney Central Overground Station
bpr architects (2016) Lighting example - Feature [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author: Hackney Downs Overground Station
bpr architects (2016) Specifying products for external spaces [Drawing] In possession of: The Author
bpr architects (2016) Example of Yorkstone paving, irregular bond [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author
bpr architects (2016) Specifying products for internal spaces [Drawing] In possession of: The Author
bpr architects (2016) Sawtooth brick panel [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author
bpr architects (2016) Specifying products at platform [Drawing] In possession of: The Author
Llwyd, S. (2016) Perforated metal sheeting [Photograph] In possession of: The Author: JW3 Jewish Community Centre, London
bpr architects (2016) Extending the street through the station [Computer Generated Image] In possession of: The Author: Hackney Central Overground Station
Transport for London (2016) London Overground station design map [Graphics] In possession of: Transport for London
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